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ABSTRACT
The Homestay programme in Thailand is gradually evolving into a maintain tourism product.
This kind of accommodation offers the opportunities for tourists to get close to nature and to learn
about local culture. Many tourists came to Amphawa to experience the exotic landscape and activities.
Homestay in Amphawa developed, both in construction and services, in line with the demand of
tourists. However, the development lost the direction on controlling the quality and tourism growth
continuously in Amphwa and led to the environmental degradation.
In this study, is conducted to, firstly, gain better understanding of the tourist’s criteria for
selection of homestay. Secondly, the study intends to look into tourist’s perception of homestay
experience and thirdly, their attitude to homestay development on the environment. This research was
explored by surveying 305 respondents at 11 homestays in Amphawa during August and September
2009. To investigate the model independent sample t-test and ANOVA were used to test the
hypotheses.

Out of 305 respondents of this study, the majority of the respondents visited homestay in
Amphawa for more than one occasion. The main reason to visit Amphawa homestay was experience a
different way of life, staying there for 2-3 days, group size ranging from 1-6 persons, having spent
more than 500-1000 baht for stay in homestay, unorganized trip, sun-lust type of tourists, who
preferred to relax in natural setting, travelling by private car, using their previous experience
information to select homestay, and eating local food was their first choice outdoor activity .

The research highlights the importance of attributes that tourists consider while selecting a
homestay. Significant differences were observed among Amphawa in terms of duration, group size,
tourist type, and trip type. Consequently, this study would recommend some improvements as for the
continuous development and environments for the better of homestay based on trip characteristics.
Finally, managerial implications are addressed and discussed.

Keywords: Homestay, Attitude, Environment, Tourists, Local Community
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Chapter I
Generalities of the Study
1.1 Introduction of the study
Tourism can be considered as a measure for poverty reductions. If this is done properly, it
will generate income to people and community. However, tourism doesn’t always come with
benefits, there are also costs. If it is not well managed, it may undermine its sustainability in
the long run. One potential cost includes increased social disparity and widening income gaps
(Cleverdon, 1979). In order to reduce impacts from tourism, the improvement of economic,
socio-cultural and environment are, therefore, vital.
Amphawa is the most significant community in Samut Songkharm province in terms
of role model for the local community’s involvement in the community-based tourism. In
2007, there were 558,326 visitors who traveled to Samut Songkharm. As it is located in short
distance from Bangkok, tourists can make one day trip to travel to the province. The most
popular activities for tourist was to stay in homestay and to take an evening trip to watch
fireflies. The length of stay was 1.43 days. The Expenditure per day was approximately
779.04 Thai baht. There were 96 homestays and resorts that have been increased by 123.36%
since 2006 (TAT, 2007).
With the continuing increased number of tourists, the community changes their
rolesfrom farmers or fishermen to homestay operators in order to cater the tourist’s demand.
Local people want to participate in tourism although there is an impact of power relationship
between community-based tourism planning and residents’ attitudes towards tourism.
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This paper aims to study the home-stay in Amphawa sub district when Thailand
tourism encourages the growth of Thai economic. Firstly, this paper will discuss the pattern
of homestay and the transformation from the local community living to homestay operators.
Secondly, this paper will look into an assessment of the tour packages and conflicts between
service providers and residents. In addition, the nature restoration and the local government
responses: policy, plan related to the homestay and the future of home stay will be discussed,
respectively.
1.1.1 Tourism at Amphawa
Amphawa is a district of Samut Songkhram Province, which is approximately 71 kilometers
away from Bangkok (Figure 1). It is located in the mid of the south of Ampur Meuang. Mae
Klong River flows by the western part of Amphawa, and the tributaries in Amphawa are the
main transportation routes for the local community. In addition, there are also other
connections to the main river such as Bangjak Canal, Ladtachot Canal, Daowadoung canal,
Pee Lok canal, and Bang Kapom canal etc. Amphawa is located between sea and river water.
These canals are beneficial for local living and agriculture. Geographically, Amphawa is in a
tidal area.
Amphawa district (Amphoe) is subdivided into 12 sub districts (Tambon) which are
further subdivided into 96 villages (Muban). Amphawa itself as well as Mueang Mai district
maintain township status (Thesaban tambon). Amphawa covers 170.64 square kilometers.
The number of population in Amphawa in 2008 is 57,920 people. The agriculture and
farming are the main sources of income for the community (Department of Public
Administration, 2009). Neighboring districts are Bang Khonthi, Mueang Samut Songkram,
Ban Laem, Khao Yoi of Petchaburi Province,and Wat Phleng of Ratchaburi Province.
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By road, Amphawa is accessible from Highway 35 (Tonburi-Paktor or Rama II road)
at the junction to Muoung Samut Songkram. Driving to Amphawa takes 6 kilometers from
Mueang Samut Songkram. Buses are available from Sounthern Route Station; Bangkok to
Samut Songkram daily from 05.50 a.m.-09.00 a.m.

Figure 1.1
In Samut Songkram province, tourism is concentrated mainly in Amphawa comparing
to Mueang and Bang Konti district. Government scheme promoting local tourism in 1999 –
2000 or “Amazing Thailand” made the first homestay (Baan SongThai Homestay, Tambon
Plai Pong Pang, Amphoe Amphawa) become popular among tourists in Samut Songkhram.
Homestay tourism offered a new kind of experience for tourists through staying with local
people in local lifestyle. Eco-tourism activities, such as sightseeing fruit orchard tour or
experiencing how to make sugar-palm, are popular among domestic tourists. Furthermore,
spending only one and a half hour by car is another reason of the growth of Homestay and
eco- tourism in Amphawa.
In addition, biodiversity in Samut Songkhram also attracts tourists to come and study
nature around, such as Don Hoi Lod (Shell Collecting Farming) in Amphoe Mueang or Fire
13

Flies (Firefly Glow-worm Lightening bugs) that live in Lam Poo Tree (Sonneratia Caseolaris)
along the canals of Amphawa. These natural and environment have created tour programs for
tourists to visit and to sightsee. Tourist, themselves, can book a floating market tour which
costs 60 baht per person.
Tourism promotion of Amphawa ran through TAT advertisement, magazines, media
and words of mouth for the purity of cultural and environment. Most of tourists are Thai
whose age fewer than 25. The main transportation is personal automobile. They are
independent tourists whose purposes of visiting is for holiday (TAT, 2007).
1.1.2 Historical Perspective
The history of Amphawa tourism can be divided into three phases.
Stage 1: In the 90s most of the people in Amphawa depended on agriculture products.
Merchandise centre moved from the floating market to Mueang Market.

Amphawa

Township was still as unknown, undeveloped tourism area.
Stage 2: In the 1999-2004, After “Amazing Thailand” Campaign, Amphawa has been
promoted to be the destination for tourists who want to visit the historical sites as well as the
eco tourism. Homestay at Plai Pong Pang was created, renovated the floating market, and
developed tourist activities.
State 3: Since 2005, the promotion of sightseeing in Amphawa; floating market and fireflies’
trip, has been successful. The quality of communities was improved. Local people received
the benefits from tourism. Amphawa has become one of the top destinations in Thailand.
Land property has been changed from agriculture to homestay and resort. The number of
homestay is uncontrolled by the government. Land erosion and environmental degradation
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are resulted from the growing of tourism (Architecture Faculty of Chulalongkorn University
for Thailand Cultural Environment Project, 2006).
1.1.3 Amphawa Community
Amphawa occupies an area of 2.5 square kilo meters with the population approximately
5,700 population (Amphawa Township, 2009). The economic structure depends on
agriculture and farming. According to the fertile land in Amphawa, 80% of the populations
are farmers who grow wide variety of vegetables and fruits especially lychees, white pomelos
and coconuts. There are also various kinds of seafood in Amphawa. Merchandising along the
canal in Amphawa is represented as the old living style. It used to be a part of floating
market. After renovation of the building construction, the preserved shops are redecorated to
be homestays or museum to provide service for tourists (Architecture Faculty of
Chulalongkorn University for Thailand Cultural Environment Project, 2006).
After floating market and boat tour had been promoted, the community altered the
economic structure to depend on tourism. Villagers became service providers for tourists
such as boat rentals, selling souvenir, food selling or accommodation services. Tourism
generates more income to the community than agriculture and farming.
1.1.4

Amphawa Tourism Resources

The picturesque of Maeklong River and a number of canals running through the province,
together with warm sunny climate and traditional living style attract tourism in Amphawa in
all year round. Having been successful in tourism, Amphawa has offered new tourism
product activities, for instance, night floating market to extend the time for visitors or
tourists. At a proximate distance within 15 minutes from Amphawa, a famous old-fashioned
Dam Nern Sadouk Floating market in Ratcha Buri Province that was formerly opened daily
15

only 10.00-14.00 has its new opening hours 14.00-21.00 in order to respond the growing
number of Amphawa tourists. Extending opening hours could make the tourist more
convenient to stop by before or after Amphawa (Places&Prices, 2009).
Amphawa has historically been founded since Krung Sri Ayuddaya period. It has
been a remarkable place for the Rathanakosin Architecture. Valuable collection of the
Ancient Thai Art can therefore be found in temples in Amphawa and neighboring districts. A
Museum in Rama the II Memorial Park which was supported by the government offers tourist
to learn about history. Funding from a number of agencies, including Chaiburirak (a
subsidiary body of His Majesty’s Chaipattana Foundation) Chulalongkorn University’s
Faculty of Architecture, provides development and maintenance of Amphawa living and
historical sites (Architecture Faculty of Chulalongkorn University for Thailand Cultural
Environment Project, 2006).
In 2008, Amphawa won the Asia Pacific Heritage Award of Honorable Mention from
UNESCO. This award came from the restoration of historical buildings along the Amphawa
canals. This project is sponsored by local government together with the Government of
Denmark with an objective to conserve the ancient way of life in the community (UNESCO
Bangkok, 2008).
1.1.5 Amphawa Tourism Activities
There are several kinds of activities for tourists. Mostly tourists would like to sightsee the
historical sites, which are King Rama II Memorial garden and Amphawan temple. Tourists
can spend their time at floating market for buying local food and products, such as seafood,
souvenir, handicrafts and fruits or having a Thai massage retreat. The merchandise shops
along the canals and museum of Thai musician house became the exhibitions for tourists who
16

want to learn about ancient living and history in Amphawa. That makes the floating market
become over crowded. The river and canals are the ideal places for tourists to have water
activities, such as boat tour or water sports. The community provides the various activities for
eco tourism as well as agro tourism for tourist to experience sugar making, to collect shell or
to visit fruit orchards along the trip. There are also cultural activities in Amphawa such as the
traditional Thai music show at Bann Thai Banleng or the miniature Thai house Handicrafts
that imitate Traditional Thai house as a souvenir for tourists (Architecture Faculty of
Chulalongkorn University for Thailand Cultural Environment Project, 2006).
With the improvement of infrastructure, access, government and private support,
tourism in Samut Songkhram has started to develop from the area of Amphawa primarily in
the form of community-based tourism and homestay services. Tourism has become the fast
developing business in Amphawa, and is poised to become the main economic sector, based
on the rich natural and cultural resources. Standard of homestay service has been enhanced to
meet the growing popularity. Amphawa homestay is now a big business.
1.1.6 Homestay Services at Amphawa
Homestay accommodation is operated by family members who serve as lodging staff to take
care of the visitors and try to make them feel at home. The homestay family provides the
services and amenities such as a bed with pillow, an electrical fan, a closet and a bathroom.
Since homestay business in Amphawa has boomed, the people in Amphawa have realized the
benefits of tourism. They depend on the tourism business rather than agriculture which earlier
used to be their main income. The mission of homestay in Amphawa has been changed from
preserving the culture and environment to the tourism business that needs the high investment
to support the tourists’ demands. The price of the land along the river side has increased
dramatically. The smallest unit has been created to the new construction of building and
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resort. Tourists have various selections to stay at the luxury Thai Home which costs 10,000
baht per night at Baan Amphawa resort and spa or to spend 200 baht per night at Baan
Namkeangruen Homestay with an electric fan in the room. The various prices may have an
extra charge or offer the special promotion to tourists for the activities such as the breakfast,
fire-flies trip or temple tour. The uncontrolled development of infrastructure led to
overpopulated and traffic problems in Amphawa.
1.1.7 Current situation in Amphawa Environment
Prior, 1990, Amphawa community consisted of undeveloped agricultural land. After
community had begun to develop homestay and created tourist activities such as night
floating market and watching fireflies, the communities became famous in eco tourism. The
number of the homestay increased each year to support demand from the tourists. Even
though the benefits from tourism and income from the tourists’ expenditure brought the
development of infrastructure, rapid development of community tourism led to troubles and
conflicts.
Personal visit by researcher from time to time to Amphawa, the growth in tourism
business in Amphawa has changed the life style in community. Amphawa tourism appears to
be successful business because of their eco tourism. The fascination of environment and Thai
culture attracts tourists to visit the place. Community is unable to handle the mass tourism
with growing numbers of tourists. Without the awareness from stakeholder, purity of
Amphawa will be spoiled. Homestay business needs high investment without circumstance
concerning for the tourists’ satisfaction. The homestay owners are lack of corporation to
study about the tourists’ demand for traveling in Amphawa. Instead of concerning in learning
experience and host-visitor relationship, homestay owners tried to create new construction of
accommodation and non distinctive package. Environment and natural resources will be
18

destroyed for commercial exploitation without any concerns and restoration. Tourism
development has to be done under right circumstance. Not only inject funding to improve
infrastructure, but also three dimensions of developing in socio cultural, environment, and
economic issues need to be given due to the concern in planning, policy and tourism standard
in community in order to sustain community-based tourism.
The problems have arisen from the evening fireflies watching. Fireflies have once
been ubiquitous along Thailand’s waterways. However, they became increasingly rare in
recent decades, due to the spreading urbanization and the cutting of the lampoon trees which
the insects live along the banks of rivers and canals (Noikorn, 2000; Wipatayotin, 2007). The
number of boat operators serving firefly tourism in the area grew in the last few years to
about 150 (ibid). The number of excursions reached up to 300 boat-trips on weekend night
(Wipatayotin, 2007:2). The noise, produced by the engines for the excursion boats during
night hours, has provoked conflicts with people who live on the canal banks (Cohen, 2009).
The native fireflies are found only in particular habitats and micro climates which include the
lam poo trees. From 3 long tail boats in 2005 to 170 long tail boats in 2008 (Khaosod; 2008)
affected to the decreasing number of the fireflies population in Amphawa. The wave from the
boat caused the bank erosion. Trees along the canal were destroyed. Speed of the boat
produced the noise and pollution to the villagers because the boat drivers have to make
frequent trips to earn more money. The firefly phenomenon threatened a minor tourism boom
in the little developed town and its district. The small and sleepy town is transformed during
the weekends with the arrival of several thousand excursionists from the metropolis (Cohen,
2009).
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1.1.8 Concerning Issues at Amphawa Homestay

Success in homestay business has the impact for the community management such as the land
use, environment, overcrowd, parking space, sewage, and quality control. Land for
agriculture particularly in fruit growing has been changed for being a home stay or a small
resort. Increasing number of tourists caused the demand for the construction of homestay.
Land-use pattern is changed to serve for tourism and caused an increase in real estate price in
Amphawa. Since then pattern of homestay has been changed from sharing an experiencing
culture and eco tourism to luxury hotel. The township has failed to establish, reinforce
community maintenance and standardize the homestay.
Moreover, homestay in the community does not have an official committee to manage
in the form of cooperation. They became business competitors not alliance as a result of
taking more trips for fireflies or using the big boat to increase number of tourists which
affects to the nature resources, the highlight of visiting Amphawa. If nature is destroyed,
there will be no more attraction. Tourists will change their destinations to more attractive
places, and, finally, community will lose benefits from tourism.
1.2 Statement of Problems
Homestay is used as a gear to promote tourism in Amphawa. Every homestay owner offers
tourists for various facilities to satisfy them. This offspring without studying the real tourist’s
demand must mislead them to the wrong direction as well as investing in the wrong
resources. The main purpose of homestay is creating the learning experience. In Amphawa,
the unique experience is the culture of canal community and the purity of environment.
Tourist’s perception will effect directly to the business. Tourists who visit and stay at
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homestay came with various trip characteristics and with this trip characteristic they expect a
specific homestay requirement about preparation from homestay owner.
Although both Thai and Foreigners question about nonsystematic approach to uncover salient
features of homestay, preferences have appeared in the literature. The dearth of attribute
specific research on tourists has been implied for both academic researchers and managers.
Knowledge of salient homestay features and their relative importance will allow operators
and owners of homestay to design products and services which will be attractive and meet
tourists’ needs and wants. Without such information, homestay operators rely on guesswork.
Therefore, the statement of the problem is what the factors that tourists consider when they
make their choice of homestay.
1.3 Research Objectives
Even though homestay business in this area is very popular to tourists, the homestay
operators tend to lack proactive management, service standard, and understanding customer
needs. This analytical research is conducted to identify tourist’s influential elements on
selection of the homestay in Amphawa.
1. Investigate the criteria that used for the selection of a homestay in Amphawa by
tourists.
2. Examine differences in tourist’s perception based on trip characteristics towards
homestay in Amphawa.
3. Study the tourist’s attitude towards homestay development on the environment at
Amphawa.
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1.4 Scope of the Research
Amphawa Township is selected for the case study because it is well known in homestay
compares with the other Amphoe, and the economic depends on tourism. This study
evaluates environmental impacts of Amphawa tourism development on homestay pattern.
The data for this study will be collected from a village survey that will include
questionnaires. The survey will be conducted from June to August 2009. The respondents
would include both domestic and foreigner tourists. The homestay is type of accommodation
would include cultural and environmental sensitivity to the environment.
1.5 Limitations of the Study
The documents about home tay mostly are in Thai, so it has to be translated to English. The
area included Amphawa as the part of Samut Songkhram province. There are no specific
records for Amphawa sub-district. Moreover, the official documents of the statistic are few,
and not provided to general public. Amphawa Sub district is a wide area, so questionnaire
distribution will not cover all over the place.
1.6 Significance of the Study
Since the homestay business can likely be organized though out Thailand and orientated to
the requirements of tourists in the future, it is therefore interesting for the researcher to
explore these requirements for the maximum benefit of this business. The increasing number
of visitors that interested in community’s culture and ways of life seems to be one great
opportunity for the homestay business. Finding of this study would help community draw and
impress more Thai and foreign visitors with the invaluable resources of the community. This
study conducts the benefits to Amphawa tourism, Samut Songkhram tourism, TAT,
Amphawa business owners, and residents in Amphawa.
22

1.7 Definition of terms
Homestay can be defined as the smallest unit of tourist accommodation. There is averagely
only one or two bed room. It is different from a hotel by the services from host, at which
tourist can learn about local lifestyle and culture. A host would get more extra income from
the daily work (Orapim, 2000).
Attitude is a mental state of readiness, organized through experience exerting a directive
influence upon the individual’s respond to all objects and situations with which it is related
(Allport, 1935).
Environment is the sum of substances and forces external to the organism in such a way that
it affects the organism’s existences. Environment is a muti-dimensional system of complex
interrelationships in a continuous s state of change (Kumar, 2004).
Tourist is visitor who stays in the country visited for at least one night- for example, a visitor
on a two-week vacation (Goeldner & Richie, 2005).
Accommodation is any facility that regularly or occasionally provides overnight
accommodation for tourists (Medlik, 2003).
Local Community is a group of people involved in a certain kind of action. It can refer to an
entire village, a village association, a cooperate or other group of people who have shares
interests (Smith & Robinson, 2006).
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Chapter 2

Review of Related Literature and Studies
This Chapter reviews the related literature and studies which consist of aspects of
accommodation classification, homestay definition, homestay definition in Thailand, the
empirical studies.
2.1 Critical Analysis/ Discussion of the Theories
2.1.1 Accommodation classification
Accommodation or lodging is, by a long way, the largest and most ubiquitous subsector
within the tourism economy. With few exceptions, tourists require a location where they can
rest and revive during their travels through, or stay within, a tourist destination. The
accommodation is an important to support tourists. This is the place that they can rest and
relax during the traveling or stay at the destination. These accommodation types vary in their
importance and contribution to both domestic and international tourism. There are also close
links between accommodation providers and other sectors within tourism where crosssectoral characteristics of tourism organizations are increasing with integrations in the
tourism industry (Cooper et al, 1993). Accommodation has been conceptualized by some
research product. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1, which depicts the principal factors that can
impact upon the way in the product is constructed, portrayed and sold to the customer (Page,
2003).
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Figure 2.1 Accommodation as a product

Source: Page (2003)

In the each country, there are many classifying lodging establishment. It is responsible
for the government ministry or department for promoting tourism. Mostly the systems are
often patterned after by the American Automobile Association (AAA) beginning in 1907.
AAA Classifications include apartments; bed-and-breakfast; condominiums; cottages,
country inns; hotels; lodges; motels; motor inns; ranches; and resorts (Stutts, 2001).
Apartment

(limited

service)-Establishment

that

primarily

offer

transient

guest

accommodations with one or more bedrooms, a living room, a full kitchen and an eating area.
Studio-type apartments may combine the sleeping and living area into one room.
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Bed-and-Breakfast (limited service)-Usually smaller, owner-operated establishment
emphasizing a more personal relationship between operators and guests, lending an “athome” feeling. Guest units tend to be individually decorated. Rooms may not include modern
amenities such as televisions and telephones, and may have a share bathroom. A common
room or parlor, separate from the innkeeper’s living quarters, allows guests and operators to
interact during evening and breakfast hours. Evening office closures are normal. A
continental or full, hot breakfast is served and is included in the room rate.
Complex (service varies depending on type of lodging)-A combination of two or more types
of lodging classification.
Condominium (limited service)-Privately owned guest accommodations that can include
apartment-style units or homes. A variety of room styles and décor treatments as well as
limited housekeeping services is typical. It may have off-site registration. The lodging
provided by time-share and vacation ownership is reflected in this category.
Cottage (limited service)-Individual housing units with one or more separate sleeping rooms,
a living room, and cooking facilities. They usually incorporate rustic décor treatments and are
geared to vacationers. A limited service lodging business would be typical of this category.
Country Inn (moderate service)-Although similar in definition to a bed-and breakfast,
country inns are usually larger in size, provide more spacious public area, and offer a dining
facility that serves breakfast, dinner, and sometimes lunch. It may be located in a rural setting
or in a downtown area.
Hotel (full service)-Usually high-rise establishments, offering a full range of on-premise food
and beverage service, cocktail lounge, entertainment, conference facilities, business service,
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shops, and recreational activities. A wide range of services are available 24 hours, provided
by uniformed staff. Parking arrangements vary.
Lodge (moderate service)-Consist typically of two or more stories, with all facilities in one
building, and have a rustic décor. They are located in vacation areas that provide skiing,
fishing, and so on. They usually have food and beverages service.
Motel (limited service)-A low-rise or multistory establishment offering limited public and
recreational facilities.
Motor Inn (moderate service)-A single or multistory establishment offering on-premise food
and beverage service. Meeting and banquet facilities and some recreational activities are
provided. Usually there is complimentary onsite parking.
Ranch (moderate service)-Often offers rustic décor and food and beverage facilities.
Entertainment and recreational activities are geared to a Western style adventure vacation.
Some meeting facilities may be provided.
Resort (full service)-Geared to vacation travelers. It is a destination offering varied food and
beverage outlets, specialty shops, meeting or conference facilities, entertainment and
extensive recreational facilities for special interests such as golf, tennis, skiing, fishing, and
water sports. Assorted social package plan programs are typically offered in season, and a
variety of package places are usually available, including meal plans. Larger resort may offer
a variety of guest accommodation. Page (2003) advised that even though hotel chains like
Best Western and mega hotels with over 5000 rooms can provide the good future direction in
accommodation business, there are other successful sectors, such as: boutique hotels, budget
accommodation and hotels, small, family-run properties with less than twelve rooms, which
dominate the bed and breakfast/small hotel sectors. This form serviced accommodation has
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also been developed into the ‘homestay’ concept in countries such as New Zealand, where
the farm-stay idea has been devised for rural farms to supplement their income, and resort
hotel complexes, popularized by Club med, where all tourist services are included and
prepaid at the time of purchasing the holiday.
2.1.2 Homestay Definition and Concept
Homestay is a generic term used to describe a form of holiday that involves staying with the
host’s family. While the “Bed and Breakfast” concept also involves the guest staying within
the host’s dwelling, the homestay is characterized by the guest’s participation in the host’s
way of life (Hamzah, 2008).
Homestay accommodation is a term with specific cultural associations. For instance,
in Australia the term is particularly associated with farmhouse accommodation, and in the
United Kingdom, it is particularly associated with the English as a Foreign Language Sector.
As a generic term it is used variously to refer to types of accommodation where visitors or
guests pay directly or indirectly to stay in private homes. It embraces a range of
accommodation types including farmstay accommodation, host families, some small hotels,
and bed and breakfasts. Accommodation such as guest houses, boarding houses, lodging
houses whose terms are sometimes used synonymously with hotels and bed and breakfasts
are also included as homestay establishments. Not only the objective description is important,
but also the associations: private homes, interaction with host/family who live on the
premises, sharing of space which thereby becomes “public”. The associations may be
described as linked by the concept of the home which may be perceived to distinguish
homestay establishments from other forms of accommodation, such as those hotels where the
host’s (the manager, perhaps also staff) private home is not on the premises, and the
boundaries distinguishing public space open to staff and visitors from private space open to
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staff only, are relatively distinct. Thus, one may refer to a sector of homestay accommodation
to distinguish the accommodation from other types which do not share all the characteristics
(Learning and teaching support network, 2003).
This subsector brings together a number of different types of operation with the
common characteristics of offerings accommodation plus some food and beverage (often just
breakfast) in a small, family-style environment. Such properties may provide many similar
facilities to smaller hotels although the category also includes simple and limited operations
where guests may share facilities and, indeed, meals with their hosts. Accommodation is,
generally, similar to that afforded by bed and breakfast operations but the context is different.
Provision is usually within a working farm environment and guests may be able to
participate in various aspects of the agricultural working routine as part of their stay.
Marketing of farmhouse accommodation includes consortia operating at a national and/or
international level (Cooper et al, 1993).
The associations may be described as linked by the concept of the home which may
be perceived to distinguish homestay establishments from other forms of accommodation.
For instance, those hotels where the host’s (the manager, perhaps also staff) private home is
not on the premises, and the boundaries distinguishing public space open to staff and visitors
from private space open to staff only, are relatively distinct would not fall under the term
homestay (Lynch &Tucker 2004)
Central to both the homestay and farmstay concepts is the agrarian way of life, and
besides offering an affordable form of holiday, it contains a high degrees of educational
elements (Hall, 2000). Despite being commonly associated with rural and agro tourism,
obviously there are many homestay concepts throughout the world (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1: Variants on the homestay concept.
Country

Location

Homestay Concept

Canada

Discovery Island, North Vancouver,
West Vancouver Island, Quadra Island,
Richmond, New Westminster, Burnaby
California, Colorado, New York

Cultural homestay,
Farmstay, heritage
homestay
Agricultural

USA
homestay,
Australia

Mid North Coast of New South
Wales
Hannam Vale, Emerald City,
North of Melbourne
Japan
Narita, Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya
Otsu, Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe,
Kurashiki, Okayama, Hiroshima
Fukuoka, Kumamoyo, MiyaZaki
Chiba, Nara
South Korea Seoul
South Africa Happy Valley, Elandsberg Mountain
Hogsback, Eastern Cape, Botswana
Mpumalanga, Namibia, Zambia,
Gauteng, Limpopo, Kwazulu Natal
New Zealand Queenstown, Devonport, Northshore
Auckland, Te Anau Armette
Philippines
Manila, Davao, Baguio, Palawan
Boracay, Bohol, Cala Barzon
Thailand
Mae Hong Son Village in Chiang Mai,
Nakon Sawon, Chumporn, Surin,
Amphawa Village
Hmong Hill Tribe Village (Chiang Mai)
Doi Ithanon (Chiang Mai)
Singapore
Singapore City
Indonesia
Yogyakarta, Bali

Educational homestay
Farmstay

Home visit, educational
homestay

Educational homestay
Leisure stay

Cottage homestay,
farmstay
Cultural homestay
Student homestay,
cultural homestay,
volunteer homestay

Urban homestay
Cultural homestay,
Leisure homestay

Source: Pazin (2004).

2.1.3 Homestay Definition in Thailand
In Thailand, Homestay is a kind of accommodation that is similar to Bed-and- Breakfast, but
it involves with the culture and environment more than staying Bed-and-Breakfast. Homestay
provides both accommodation and learning experience of local cultures and traditions for
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tourists. It is normally a house in the rural areas belonging to the local people in the village,
while the owners of the houses along with members of the family live in the house
permanently. Local people collectively set up a group or cooperative for operating home stay
in their community and open their houses for all interested people to stay and share
experiences with them (Office of Tourism Development, 2007).
In 2004, the Office of Tourism Development which was responsible for the Thailand
Tourism planning, and under the Ministry of Sport and Tourism collected the homestay data,
therefore created the list of the standard home stay places in order to issue and publish it as a
guideline to develop homestay in Thailand.
Table 2.2 Home Stay Standards

Categories
1. Accommodation

Indicators
1.1 Home Structure
1.2 Bedroom

Criteria
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.3 Toilet and bathroom

1.
2.
3.

2. Food

1.4 Resting area

4.
5.
6.
7.
1.

2.1 Food and ingredient

2.
1.

2.2 Drinking water

2.
1.
2.

2.3 Table ware

1.

2.4 Kitchen and kitchen ware

1.

Well Construction
Have the specific room for tourist utilities
Provide the bed sheet, pillow, and blanket for
tourist
Bed stuffs must be clean, and change for
hygienic
Provide coat room or coat hanger
In the same community must provide the same
quality bed stuff product
Must be tight and safe
Door lock must be proper, and have the air
circulation in the toilet and bathroom
Have the proper size of bathroom. The Roof
must not be very low to protect tourist safety
Provide the bath ware
Bath water must be clean
Provide the garbage bin in the toilet
Provide coat hanger or bath rope in toilet
Provide the resting area in home for tourist
relaxation
Home stay must be clean both inside and outside
Provide the good quality of food, and enough
quantity to tourist
Cook hygienically, and using the local ingredient
Provide the good quality of drinking water, and
keep in hygienic ware
Drinking water must be clean and enough for
tourist
Provide the table ware such as bowl, plate,
spoon, and fork, and it has to be clean
Kitchen has to be inside or outside home stay,
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3.Safety

3.1 First Aid

2.
3.
1.
2.
3.

3.2 Security System

1.
2.

4. Host Hospitality

5. Tour Program

4.1 Welcome and greeting

3.
1.

4.2 Exchange Culture Activities

1.

5.1 Clearly and acceptance tour
program from the community

1.
2.

6. Natural resources and
environment

5.2 Tourist information

1.

5.3 Host as a guide or local guide

1.

Host and local guide must provide the knowledge
of community such as natural resources, culture,
art, architecture, performance, believes to tourist

6.1 Tourist attraction within
community or neighbor

1.

6.2 Maintenance and preservation

1.

Must have the tourist attractions, activities or
lifestyle. It can be natural such as river, waterfall,
or mountain or manmade such as temple,
historical sites, or fruit orchard
Have rules and regulation about natural resources
using sustainable tourism such as not to bring
any part of natural for personally
Create the environmental protection and
preservation activities such as clean the water site
and plants the trees to forest
Have the rules and regulation to reduce the
negative impact from tourism to nature and
environment
Have the local architecture or products that
indicate the history or culture
Generate the local culture information to tourist
Have agenda to conserve the local culture and
authentic performance
Proudly present the local performance, and
perform it properly. No adaptation for modern or
renew
Do everything as a usual life including religious
activities, career. No adaptation or artificial for
tourist demand
Realize that tourism benefit is not the main
income to generate to the community. Not invest
money for tourist demand
Sale the product that makes from local or use the
local materials
The administration must process by community’s
member, and all must understand the mission and

2.

7. Culture

but it has to be clean
Kitchen ware have to keep tidy and clean
Garbage has to be well manage
Have the First Aid training regularly
Readiness use for First Aid and Medical Kid
Collect the tourist health information such as
allergy or emergency contact person
Do report to the community authority or leader
when tourist comes
Provide the security system for life and property
of tourist
Have the emergency contact equipment
Introduce tourist to family members for learning
about living and share the activities such as
cooking or having meal
Using picture or orientation tourist about the
daily life activities, culture, art, living, history,
and tradition in order to provide the information
to tourist
Well plan for tour program, and activities must
involve with each different part of community in
order to generate income
Tour program must produce the good image, and
make tourist clearly understand about community
culture
Provide the details of tourist information such as
geographic, season and culture

6.3 Planning or Agenda for
environment impact

1.

7.1 Authenticity and local culture

1.
2.
3.
4.

7.2 Preserve the local lifestyle

1.

8. Extra income and
8.1 Tourism benefits not mainly
Community involvement income to the community. Must
not interfere with the main career
8.2 Local products

1.

9. Home stay Operation

1.

9.1 Community Participation

1.
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9.2 Home stay Committee

1.
2.

9.3 Rules, Regulations and
Conditions

1.

2.
3.

10. Public Relation

9.4 Reservation, Registration and
deposit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9.5 The other details, fees and extra
services
10.1 Brochure or Publishing

1.

10.2 Public Relation Plan

1.

1.

objective of home stay
The Committee must come from the community
election
The Committee must understand and have
knowledge about home stay administration
Have the rules, regulation and conditions for the
administration officially. The meeting has to run
regularly for community and tourist benefits
Have the budget administration for the
community benefits
Home stay Committee basic objectives
1. Have the criteria to be home stay
member
2. Have the tourist limitation
3. Have the rotation to generate income to
service provider in the community
4. Price standard in each home stay
member
Have the conditions for reservation
Provide community information to tourist
Tourist must register before staying in home stay
The deposit must be in the same rate
Do the tourist statistic

Fees and Extra Charge must clearly inform to
tourist officially such as room rate or food prices
Provide the community information and tourist
attraction within the community as well as
neighbor through brochure or internet
Must have the mission to be tourist attraction

Source: Office of Tourism Development (2007)
Plai Pong Pang Homestay in Amphawa, for instance, is a homestay that was created
by the community who realized the value of natural resources and cultures. The villagers
created their home to be accommodation for tourists who want to participate in eco tourism.
Tourists can experience the friendliness of local people and welcome spirit of the community.
Tourism activities include the Thai traditions, agriculture tour, firefly’s trip by row boat, and
merit making in the morning. Tourists can learn the way of life in Amphawa along the canals.
These activities were included to avoid damaging the natural, and demonstrate social, cultural
and environmental sensitivity.
These development concepts were then agreed upon by public and private sectors.
Local government including township and Samut Songkhram district considered to expand
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home stay concept area, develop capacity, access and options for community governance.
Floating Market and an evening fireflies’ trip was promoted for marketing activities in
Amphawa.
2.2 Method of Management and Operation of Homestay
The management structure of package is vital to the success of Amphawa Homestay. Local
Community initiated the structure of management to preserve the environment and maintain
the authenticity of the area. Moreover, to create the home stay pattern can develop the longterm planning for owning and operating accommodation.
All property owners are part of the operation in Amphawa tourism. The Community
established the standard and package for promotion. While public; Amphawa township and
Samut Songkran district is responsible for public access, signage and roads, a nonprofit
organization; Amphawa Chaiborirak Project and Chulalongkorn University’s Faculty of
Architecture get involve with maintenance of Amphawa’s canals area and architectural
maintenance. TAT is responsible for master-plan development and promotion. The
operational services; boat rental, food service, and accommodation were served by the local
people. Amphawa tourism differentiated their tourism products to satisfy tourists who have
three fundamental needs (Mill, 2001):
1. Desire for a change of pace, getting away from the familiar
2. Desire to satisfy recreational interests while being entertained and stimulated
3. Desire to travel to interesting and attractive place
Amphawa became an attraction according to scenery, short-duration from Bangkok,
and activities. The average length of stay in Amphawa is 1.43 days and mostly being a
private group (TAT, 2007). Homestay in Amphawa provides the facilities for family with
children, and creates the activities that every age can participate such as floating market,
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visiting the temple or historical sites and watching fireflies. Tourists can enjoy the natural
beauty as well as learning Thai tradition. Moreover, in each homestay provide their own
package including the accommodation such as morning merit making or recreation activities
such as Thai massages or canal trips. Seasonality is not a problem in Amphawa. Tourist can
travel all year round. Samut Songkhram district and township creates the annual festival in
each month such as Lychee festival in April or White Pamelo festival in August to promote
the destination, and added value of their agriculture products.
2.3 Host-Visitor Relationships
A number of factors, which are important for understanding host-visitor relationships and
developing strategies to achieve harmony include: the points of interaction, the types of
interaction and encounters, the responses of hosts to visitors, the determinants of host
community tolerance levels and the potential transformational impact of visitors (Jamieson,
1999).
2.3.1 Points of interaction
The principal points of interaction between members of the host community and tourists
include:


The points of principal tourism use ( tourist accommodation, the tourism business
district, entertainment districts, and transport);



The points where facilities are used jointly by the host community and tourists
(transport, the beach, and shops); and



The points of staffed by members of the host community and used most by visitors
(information centers, exchanges, banks, tourism businesses, and emergency services)

2.3.2 Types of interactions and encounters
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There are three levels of interaction and encounter (Jamieson, 1999):


Encounters which are essentially transitory, in which the residents’ allegiance and
responsibility for the destination nay contrast sharply with tourists’ attitudes, which
will be influenced by the temporary, transient nature of the stopover in the
destination;



Encounters derived from curiosity and inquiry, with enthusiasm to witness local
culture being superficial and with little effort to understand the depth of meaning
behind local traditions and customs. In addition, tourists curiosity may be offensive to
local residents if it interferes with their regular life-style; and



Encounters most likely to occur in what may be spatially differentiated as the tourism
business district or contiguous districts.

In Amphawa, there was influenced by becoming the top destination for stopover. These
encounter distributed the impact to the local. The growth of tourism development in
Amphawa improved the quality of life for local people. The local people have jobs, and
learning opportunity. Agriculture products are promoted, and increased the selling. However,
attitude of residents who are not involved with tourism are different. The noise disturbance
and traffic congestion is the problem from rapidly development. The environment was
destroyed for the commercial. The leakage for the Homestay to facilitate to tourist demand is
occurrence to show the tendency to loss uniqueness of Thai Culture and authenticity in
Amphawa.
2.3.3 Host and Guests (Homestay setting)
The politics of identity of both the host and of the guest are highly significant in constructing
of homestay product. Central to this process is the subjective experience of the guest. The
objective experience of the accommodation product is certainly as important part of the
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whole, but the guest’s subjective experience of staying in someone’s (commercial) home. The
level to which guest can enter into this “real life” is something which is dictated entirely by
the hosts, and depends on the extent to which the host are prepared to interact with their
guests. Of course, the experience of the host-guest relationship goes both ways and is also
important for the hosts in this type of more personalized accommodation business. Homestay
host enjoyed to have the company and meet different people and sharing ideas. They felt
particularly suited to the job is they felt they held some particular aspect of local knowledge,
such as history or wildlife, or a local skill such as home-preserve making (Lynch and Tucker,
2004)
Tourist who interested in homestay is a person who appreciate in physical aspects, balance of
nature, tradition, customs and local lifestyle (Mahasaranon, 2002). Homestay has to create the
feeling like home to tourists. They can do everything the same time that they stay in their
home with their family. Sharing the experience and learning culture will be the extra output
from this accommodation which is the thing that challenges them from being away from
home.
Personal visits by the researcher on few occasions, it was observed that in Amphawa,
there are two categories of trip type which are organized and unorganized trip (Russell,
2007). Organized trip are tourists who buy tour package from tour operator or homestay
which may include the transportation, accommodation, and meals. This type of trip is mostly
foreigners who visit Amphawa for a day and transit to the other destination nearby such as
Hua Hin or Cha- Am. They will have the limited time in each place they visit, and they
hardly know about the culture and tradition in Amphawa. While it may be true that
unorganized group of travellers do not make decision about specific homestay options, but
homestay attribute still may be important to group travellers, especially during satisfaction
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formation. Therefore, both organized and unorganized trip to which are included in this
study. Most domestic tourists who visit Amphawa are unorganized tourists. They will find
the information about Amphawa from word of mouth as well as the influence from media.
Reservations are made via the internet. Homestay website is the main tool for tourists. They
usually spend a short trip in the community without the schedule. It depends on how the sites
attract the interesting. The purpose of the trip besides relaxing is learning the culture and
touch the beauty of nature. They usually travel by private car.
Booming tourism in Amphawa contributed the positive and negative impact to the
community. The economic position has improved, and generated the income to local
community. The quality of life is better. Young generation has an opportunity to learn about
cross culture. Local people owned and operated homestays for a small scale tourist
accommodation. Community received the highly consideration from the local as well as the
national government, participated in tourism planning and realized the important of culture
and natural resources.
However, the rapid growth in tourism development brought the high cost to
community. The land was used for the expansion of homestay and parking space. The
number of tourists caused the traffic congestion, noise pollution and increasing cost of living.
Furthermore, residents changed the attitude to tourism which is more aware of the life and
nature that has to scarify to tourist’s demand as a result of watching fireflies trip. The solution
to this not only brought conflict to community, but also led to destroy the nature in order to
make the destination less attention for tourists.
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2.3.4 Host Community response determinants
The degree to which the visitor population dominates the local community, the physical
saturation level, may influence responses to the tourists that may not be justified. The
problem will seen worse because of the conspicuous nature of the intrusion and
concentration.
The attitude of Amphawa Community reflects the Thai Customs. They are friendly, and
welcome to tourists which increase the value in travelling. The interaction between host and
tourist are more than service provider and guest, but they tried to add more about history
information as well as the information to preserve the nature. From the preserved
construction site such as Chaiburirak project, there are the real living of Amphawa people
that tourists can learn about the architecture, and customs of their life.
2.3.5 Potential Transformation
Many host communities, especially community leaders and traditional societies, are
concerned that the impact of tourism on the local community will be subtle and progressively
transform established codes of behavior to new codes developed in other societal and cultural
contexts. The principal transformations include: Housing and accommodation styles,
language, skills and education, labour requirements, seasonality of employment, political and
community values, religious values, the basic way of life (customs, habits) art, music and
folklore; and consumption patterns and attitudes about ownerships.
In Amphawa, the homestay expansion is the main transformation. To facilitate tourist’s
demand, homestay changed from small scale to large scale of accommodation to support the
increasing number of tourists. The construction changed from traditional Thai style to various
styles such as resort, hotel and big building. Unfortunately, homestay operators have less to
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involve in planning and tourism management. The community lack of the cooperation form,
so homestay operators cannot process the direction tourism in order to set the standard, share
supply or improve the skill of labor together.
2.4 Trip Characteristics
It is very important for tourists-destination to understand the influence on how tourists
evaluate destination. While previous visits to a destination have been linked with satisfaction
and intention to revisit, the link has not been established for previous travel in general. Travel
experience is a variable that focuses on travelers’ cumulative travel experience (Opperman
1995). Attributes to evaluate destination on tourists travel experience are duration of trip,
group size and trip type. Study conducted by Weaver, Weber and McCleary claimed that
Mode of travel was namely independent travel, partially packages tour with transport and
accommodations, and fully packaged tours that include escort services. Travel-party size and
length of stay both variables are typically key distinctive measures for traveler choosing for a
type of package. Not surprisingly, the size of the travel party was larger for escorted tours
than for independent travelers (Morrison, Hsieh and O’Leary 1994). Furthermore, the length
of stay also differed significantly, with independent travelers typically staying longest,
followed by either package or escorted tours (Yamamoto and Gill 1999).
Type of Tourists
There are many ways to classify tourists. Their lifestyles and personalities, perception of risk
and familiarity and post modern interpretations of consumers and commodities can be the
motivation for tourists to travel. Wanderlust and Sun lust are distinct categories of reasons for
pleasure travel as seen in the following list of their attributes by Professor Gray (1970)
(Malhotra, 1997).
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Wanderlust; may visit several countries, seek different culture, institution and cuisine,
interested in special physical attributes likely to be artificial, climate less important, travel is
an important ingredient throughout the visit, usually interested in education experiences, and
more interested in international travel.
Sunlust; usually visit one country in a time, seek domestic amenities and accommodations,
interested in special natural attributed (especially climate), travel is a minor consideration
after arriving at destination, interested in either rest and relaxation or being very active, and
more interested in domestic travel.
2.5 Empirical studies
Pamela A. Wight (1997): Ecotourism accommodation spectrum: does supply match the
demand. This paper studies the general ecotourism from the perspective of experienced
ecotourists, reveals that a range of accommodation is preferred, form many types of fixed
roof to no-fixed roof. General consumers, experienced ecotourists, and the ecotourism travel
trade were surveyed by telephone and mail. The study found that a range of accommodation
may be appropriate for ecotourism and that demand ranges along this spectrum. However,
specific preferences may vary with specific ecotourism markets: general consumers interested
in ecotourism as part of their vacation may exhibit a preference which is at the softer end of
the spectrum, while experienced ecotourists may prefer the middle or hander end of the
spectrum. Destination areas and operators need to understand this range of accommodation
desired, and to match their accommodation supply to the current and shifting market
preferences, taking into account the local community preferences and environmental
constraints.
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László Puczkó and Tamara Rátz (2000): Tourist and resident perceptions of the
physical impacts of tourism at Lake Balaton, Hungary: Issues for sustainable tourism
management. This study presents the characteristics of tourism development at Lake
Balaton, Hungary, with special emphasis on the physical environment, and discuss how the
residents’ and the tourists’ perception of the physical impacts of tourism development affect
the sustainability of tourism in the region. The study area is the Keszthely-Hévíz where is
located in the western part of Lake Balaton. Methodologies were structured interviews,
unstructured interviews, a Delphi survey and a Tourism Impact Matrix. Sample size was set
at 204 residents and 209 tourists for the region. The study found that tourism is the major
economic activity in the region; local residents perceive economic benefits as the most
important impacts brought about by tourism development. Although they recognize the
negative impacts of tourism on the physical environment, they tend to neglect the potential
risk of further expansion. It is the regional and national policy makers to response the
introducing long-term thinking and providing a framework where local residents can become
interested in environmental protection and in sustainable tourism planning and development.
Rattanaporn Mahasaranon (2002): A Study of the Tourists’ Desire Regarding the
Homestay Business in Thailand. This research studies the tourists’ requirements regarding
the homestay business in Thailand. This sample population in this study came from the 408
tourists lodging in the homestay samples in Thailand; Baan Um Yom-Tak province which
presents for ecotourism support and area that presents with historical and cultural attraction;
Baan Prai Pong Pang-Samut Songkhram province. The outcome of this study showed what
the tourists considered in descending order as their uncompromising requirements: the warm
welcome with eagerness, the honesty mind, the absence of cheating or deception, the safety
from aggressors, the friendliness, the hospitality, the safety from accidents, the opportunity to
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learn some new and exotic experiences, the well-qualified coordinators who master all
relevant information, the learning of different ways of life, sight-seeing and effective
communication. Homestay management has to be more convenience and cleanliness. The
better in every detail of the homestay services can communities or local people provide the
world living standards, the more tourists would come with pleasure and satisfaction.
Kanang Kantamaturapoj (2005): Impacts of Community Based Tourism in Thailand: A
Case Study of Plai Pong Pang Village, Samut Songkhram Province. This research studies
the impacts of community based tourism in Plai Pong Pang village-Samut Songkhram
Province by analyzing the current situation. The researcher divided impacts into 3 aspects;
social, economic, and environmental impacts which were the main concept of community
based tourism. A combination of research strategies were used in data collection in order to
obtain both qualitative and quantitative data. The important of this research is the community
based tourism was arranged by Chairman. The villagers who benefited from local tourism
were homestay owners, boatmen, the palm sugar factory owner, pomelo orchard owner, and
local traders. The others villagers might indirectly benefit from tourism through
infrastructures such as roads and bridges. For the social aspect, the local way of life had not
been changed so much, but tourism brought about conflict within groups and between groups
of stakeholders. For the economic aspect, the community economy was generally increased
but the benefit distribution was not equal because only 20% of villagers participated in
tourism. For the environmental impact, noise pollution was generated from tourist boats but
the most serious environmental problem was the river bank erosion. The tourism
management center did not accept that these problems were caused by their tourism. As a
result, solutions of problems have not been sought.
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Huang Juan and Pairach Piboonrungroj (2006): A Case Study of Homestay Service
(Ningjiale) in a Bai Ethnic Village. This paper studies the sustainability of farm Nongjiale
tourism is Dahe, a Bai ethnic village, 25 km. from downtown Kunming, the capital of
Yunnan province. This study evaluates the economic, social and environmental impacts of
Nongjiale tourism development and the positive and negative impact for the initiative
homestay service. The research site was from 398 households with a total population of
1,480. The data for this study was collected from a village survey that included
questionnaires, interviews, field observations and township government reports and statistics.
The important finding of the study is a new form of tourism development in rural area that
brought the benefits in generating income, solving the surplus labor problem, improving the
environment and helping to sell agricultural at a premium. However, there are some existing
problems which are lack of distinctive characteristics and diversity, insufficient public
investment in supporting facilities and infrastructure, fading rural culture, and intense
competition for quests and insufficient demand.
Vittichat Soonthonsmai, Somsri Siriwaiprapun and Kedsarin Imlek (2008): The
development of tourism potentiality, strength, and sustaining on homestay, the
community-based tourism project a case study of Tambon Tapong, Rayong Province,
Thailand. This paper studies the sustainable development of homestay business as a viable
means to promote their ecology in order to gain better understanding of the current state of
management of homestay, and the business environments at Tambon Tapong. The study
looks into a working model for the development of homestay as to increase its potentiality,
strength and sustainability. The study is a qualitative research with in-depth interview and
observation. The tools for data gathering include an open-ended questionnaire and an
observation record sheet. The important finding of the study is the cleanliness and securities
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are the key strengths of the homestay as well as hospitalities of the family members who
serve as lodging staffs. However, the lack of service standard, customer needs, and the
proactive management has to be concerned. They need to improve proper marketing
strategies, and the English communication skills to develop to service to visitors.
Ming Gu and Poh Poh Wong (2006): Development of coastal tourism and homestays on
Dachangshan Dao, Liaoning Province, north east China. This paper studies about the
morphological changes of local community’s homes into homestays and the transformation
of local fisher to homestay operators on Yangjia beach on Dachangshan Dao, an island off
northeast China. The authors conducted a questionnaire surveys and interviewed with some
officers in the local governments. Important of this study is different stakeholders with
conflicting interests have antagonistic perceptions and contradictory plan. Sustainability and
carry capacity, including accommodation carry capacity; facility carrying capacity and tourist
psychology capacity were not considered at the initial stage of tourism development. The
local community has never been consulted by local government about tourism development
and never taken part in its decision making and planning. Hence, in the short-term, high
levels of involvement are not practical due to a weak democratic environment. Without
consultation before tourism planning, different stakeholders have controversial views of the
future of the homestays. Public participation in planning can achieved in the near future if
democratization develops smoothly on Dachangshan Dao.
2.6 The Summary of Literature Reviewed
Homestay is a kind of accommodation that has impacts on the destination, environment and
resources. After all, tourism is an agent of change, and like other ‘industry’ introduces into a
new setting, resources will be modifies to suit their new uses. For example, changes in landuse patterns and ownership as a result of tourism development can lead to higher living costs
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for local people, higher prices of goods and services, and other potentially detrimental
changes in land and housing values (White, 1993). In Amphawa, there is promoted by
government that the homestay are a part of ecotourism to preserve the local lifestyle and
conserve the natural resources. Tourism mainly brought economic development to the
community.

However, the lack of appropriate knowledge and skills and community

participation in tourism planning can be the cause of unsustainable tourism as well as
negative aspect from residents towards to tourism.
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Chapter 3
Research Framework
3.1

Theoretical Framework

A theoretical framework consists of analytical comprehensive tool which aims to give
concrete examination of concept from the chosen features (Maulet, 2006).
Mahasaranon (2003) concluded that the reasons for the selection as well as the
satisfaction of homestay related to ages, genders, educational levels, and availability of
expecting touring programs from tourists. The study was conducted on tourists’ requirements
regarding the homestay business in Thailand as the Theoretical Framework has shown in
Figure 3.1. Kantamaturapoj (2005) stated that the highlight of the tourism package in Samut
SongKhram was nature and the local way of life, but community refused to take any
responsibilities for all impacts caused by tourism activities. The tourism project got benefits
from the environment and destroyed it at the same time.
Figure 3.1 Theoretical Framework for Homestay Business

Homestay Concepts
Forms/Styles of
Homestay in
accordance with
requirements
Tourists’
Requirements

Source:Mahasaranon (2002)
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Other research studied by Soonthonsmai et al. (2007) found that the lack of service standard
and customer needs analysis is still the problem for homestay in Thailand although the
strengths of homestays are the cleanliness and security. Based on two previous studies, the
researcher selected and combined certain aspects in the form of variables such as type of
tourists, duration of the trip, group size, and trip type and proposed the following conceptual
framework.
3.2

Conceptual Framework

From Marasaranon (2002) is concentrated on homestay management which provides the
information for studying about homestay business and physical requirement for homestay.
Moreover, the satisfaction of tourists is related to this study. The scope of the study covers
the sample population of tourists lodging in different homestays during the given period of
data collection.
In this research, type of tourists, duration of the trip, group size, and trip type are
independent variables while perception of homestay experience, attributes considered when
selecting a homestay and tourists’ attitudes towards homestay environmental development are
the dependent variables as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 Conceptual Framework of the research study
Independent Variables

Dependent Variables
Perception of homestay experience

1. Type of tourists
2. Duration of the trip

Attributes considered when selecting a
homestay

3. Group size
4. Trip type

Independent Variables

Tourist’s attitude of homestay
development on the environment
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Independent Variables
An independent variable is a variable that is expected to influence the dependent variable
(Zikmund, 2003). In this research, type of tourists, duration of the trip, group size and trip
type are the independent variables.
For type of tourists will have the difference perception on homestay experience. Sun
lust and wanderlust are more likely to expect different experience at the destination. Sun lust
type of tourists are interested in the familiarity of accommodation, and prefer to spend their
time for relaxation whereas wanderlust type of tourists are satisfied with culture and people.
Therefore, this characteristic affects on their attributes considered when selecting a homestay.
Sun lust tourists will have measurement in construction of homestay and facilities, while
wanderlust will consider to choose homestay that provide opportunity to learn about local
life-style. Both types of tourists will have different point of view for environmental towards
changes homestay
Duration of the trip can influence the satisfaction of homestay experience.
Appreciation in experience can lead to tourists extend their length of stay and has a tendency
to return to the same destination in the future. The length of stay may affect to attributes
considered when selecting a homestay. Tourists who stay in homestay longer need more
amenities and facilities from homestay owner. Furthermore, the duration of stay will affect to
their environmental concerns.
The number of persons in a group will have the different experience in homestay.
Less number in group will be satisfied easily because of direct communication between host
and the guest. Moreover, the attributes considered when selecting a homestay will differ in
accordance to group member. Large group require more facilitate such as meals on sites or to
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accommodate large number of tourists in each room. Consequently, the awareness about
environment can differ. While less number in a group may appreciate the natural setting in
homestay, large number in group will need more building and infrastructure to support the
group needs.
Unorganized and organized type groups are different in perceiving homestay
experience. Independent travelers need flexible schedule, and enough sources for homestay
information. The requirement for selection of homestay for organized group will need the
guide, facilities and outdoor activities to do while staying in homestay. Both unorganized and
organized group will have the different attitude to homestay development caused by their
different travel arrangements.
Dependent Variables
A dependent variable is a criterion or a variable that is predicted or explained (Zikmund,
2003). Perceptions of homestay experience, attributes considered when selecting a homestay,
and tourists’ attitudes towards homestay environmental development are the dependent
variables in this research.
Perception of homestay experience
The experience which is perceived by a view from tourist who is appreciated or
unappreciated in many aspects such as an appropriate number of tourists in homestay, the
hospitality of homestay owners as well as locals, or capacity of locals to guide tourists.
Attributes considered when selecting a homestay
The vary requirements or reasons when tourist needs to choose a homestay such as safety
from accident, facilities, natural setting, or absence of cheating.
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Tourist’s attitude towards of homestay environmental development
Tourist’s points of view in environmental aspects from homestay business can be classified
into the impacts for tourism development in Amphawa such as decreasing of firefly
population, traffic congestion or overcrowded.
3.3 Research Hypotheses
A hypothesis is an unproven proposition or possible solution to a problem. Hypothetical
statements assert probable answers research questions. Hypotheses are statements that can be
empirically tested (Zikmund, 2003).
In this research, the researcher examines whether there are any significant differences
of perceptions, attributes and tourists’ attitudes by using type of tourists, duration of the trip,
group size and trip type as variables. Moreover, the tourist experience in homestay and the
travelling in Amphawa are also measured. Therfore, the following hypothesis statements are
constructed.
Ho1:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type” is not significant.

Ha1:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type” is significant.

Ho2:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip is not significant.

Ha2:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip is significant.
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Ho3:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“group size” of the trip is not significant.

Ha3:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“group size” of the trip is significant.

Ho4:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“trip type” of the trip is not significant.

Ha4:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“trip type” of the trip is significant.

Ho5:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” of the trip is not significant.

Ha5:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” of the trip is significant.

Ho6:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip” is not significant.

Ha6:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip” is significant.

Ho7:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “group size” is not significant.

Ha7:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “group size” is significant.
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Ho8:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “trip type” is not significant.

Ha8:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “trip type” is significant.

Ho9:

The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” is not significant.

Ha9:

The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” is significant.

Ho10: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “duration of the trip” is not significant.
Ha10: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “duration of the trip” is significant.
Ho11: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “group size” is not significant.
Ha11: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “group size” is significant.
Ho12: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “trip type” is not significant.
Ha12: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “trip type” is significant.
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3.4

Operationalisation of the Independent and Dependent Variables

Operationalisation means a concept of specifying the activities or necessary operation in
order to measure it. The Operational definition specifies what must be done to measure the
concept under investigation (Zikmund 2003). Two major of operationalisation of variables,
namely, operationalisation of independent variables and operationalisation of dependent
variables, will be mentioned in this part.
Table 3.1: Operationalisation of Dependent Variables
Dependent
Variables

Conceptual
Definition

Tourists
perception
of
homestay
experience

The quality
of being
affected by
experience
when
tourists
were in
homestay

Operational Components

Allocation of tourists vis-à-vis size
of the house

Level
of
Measureme
nt

Question
No.

Interval
Scale

Section
3
31-44

Type of tourists vis-a-vis with
characteristics of homestay dwellers
Concept of home-stay
differentiating from other forms of
accommodation
Buy local products
Houses are Thai traditional style
Amenities inside the house are
clean, well-organized, and
convenient
Friendliness of homestay owners
Owners spend enough time to take
care of tourists
Living with people from different
societies, cultures, and different way
of life
Living with strangers in their houses
Locals understand and learn what
could interest tourists
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Encourage the locals to guide the
tourists
Home-stay in an environmentally
sensitive manner
The home-stay can be the best
symbol of local culture and way of
life
Attributes
considered
when
selecting a
Home stay

The criteria Reasonable/low cost
for tourist to
choose
Cleanliness
homestay
Safety from wild animal

Interval
Scale

Section
2
11-30

Safety from accident
Provide the extra comfort; bed and
pillow
Natural Setting around homestay
Good Reputation/
recommendation
Tidy and Clean Kitchen
Availability of
phone/TV/Radio/Internet
Portable water
Laundry
Climate control
Meals on site
Ability to communicate with local
people
Locals welcome attitude

Short distance from floating market
or others attractions in Amphawa
Will to learn local life style
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Absence of cheating
Friendliness of local people
Hospitality of local people
The Tourist
attitudes
towards
homestay
environmen
tal
developme
nt

The
awareness
of tourists
to the
environmen
t from their
experience
in homestay

There is a surge in fluorescent lights
of hotels, restaurants and highway
overpasses

Interval
Scale

Section
4
45-54

The firefly populations have
dropped in the last few years due to
increase in tourists
Tourism can result in pollution of
environment, water and the air in
Amphawa
Tourism can result in unpleasantly
overcrowded homestays, canals and
boats along the river
The construction of homestay and
tourists facilities can be harmful to
the natural environment of
Amphawa
Homestays are being developed at
the coast of green space
Noise pollution from the boat engine
Not enough waste disposal on site
Traffic and over crowding
The quality of river is polluted by
tourism
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Table 3.2: Operationalisation of Independent Variables
Independent
Variables

Conceptual Definition

Operational Components

Level
of
Measurement

Question
No.

Type of
tourists

The classification
of tourist following
their motivation for
traveling
The length of time
that one has stayed
in homestay

Sunlust; rest relaxation and
3s (Sun, Sand Sea)
Wanderlust; to experience
different people and cultures
2-3 days
4-5 days
A week
More than a week
1-6
7-12
13-18
More than 18
Unorganized; arranged by
independent and flexible
Organized; arranged by
hotel or travel agency

Nominal
Scale

7

Ordinal
Scale

3

Ordinal
Scale

4

Nominal
Scale

6

Duration of
the trip

Group size

Number of person
traveling together
at one time

Trip type

A kind of the trip
either made by
individual or
arranged by
organization
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Chapter 4
Research Methodology
4.1 Methods of Research

This study uses the descriptive research as the method which describes characteristics of a
population or phenomenon. It seeks to determine the answers to who, what, where, and how
questions. It often helps segment and target markets. It will attempt to determine the extent of
differences in the needs, perceptions, attitudes, and characteristics or subgroups (Zikmund,
2003).
4.2 Respondents and Sampling Procedures
4.2.1 Target Population
Thai and International individuals male or female aged 18 years old or above, who
stayed in homestay in Amphawa, Samut Songkharm for at least one night, and experienced
the travel sites, were the target respondents of this study.
4.2.2 Sample Size
Theoretical Sample Sizes for Different Sizes of Population and a 95 percent level of
certainty to determine the sample size is applied to this study. In accordance with the
numbers of 558,326 visitors who traveled to Samut Songkharm in year 2007, the sample size
for this study is 382 (see table 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Theoretical Sample Sizes for Different Sizes of Population and a 95 percent level
of certainty
Population
(Sampling Frame)

Required Sample for Tolerable Error
5%

4%

3%

2%

100

79

85

91

96

500

217

272

340

413

1,000

277

375

516

705

5,000

356

535

897

1,622

50,000

381

593

1,044

2,290

100,000

382

596

1,055

2,344

1,000,000

384

599

1,065

2,344

25,000,000

384

600

1,067

2,400

Source: Anderson & Arsenault, 1996
4.2.3 Sampling Procedures
According to this research, it is about the homestay tourism and environmental concerning in
tourists’ perspective, hence the target respondents for this study were Thai and International
tourists, aged 18 or above, who have experienced staying at homestay in Amphawa. A set of
382 questionnaires were distributed to the target respondents by using Non-probability
Sampling Method: Purposive Sampling.

A screening question was asked in order to
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communicate and clarify any questions to respondents for this study such as “Did you stay in
homestay at least one night on your recent visit? If yes, continue, otherwise stop”.
4.3 Research Instruments/ Questionnaire
The design of a questionnaire differs according to how it is administered and, in particular,
the amount of contact with the respondents. The choices of questionnaire will be influenced
by a variety of factors related to research questions and objectives, particularly, the
characteristics of the respondents; importance of approaching a particular person as
respondent; importance of respondents’ answers which are not distorted; size of sample
requirement for analysis; types of question, and number of questions (Saunders et al. 2007).
The questionnaire was drawn based on the review of the relevant literature: “A
Study of the Tourists’ Desire Regarding the Homestay Business in Thailand” by
Mahasaranon (2003) which presented the tourist’s consideration of selecting homestay. The
questions must be practical, and make sure that all the hypotheses were investigated, so selfAdministered questionnaire is used for this research to examine the perception of the tourists
to homestay experience and environmental aspects. Because questionnaire is a key to obtain
the survey results, so researcher also used open-ended questions to ask the respondents’ extra
opinions.
The closed-ended questionnaire has four sections:
Section I: General Information
The first section of questionnaire will ask the general information about homestay
accommodation, the length of the trip, the expenses, and how they make the decision to stay
in homestay. A total of ten multiple-choice questions will be formulated in this section.
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Section II: Attributes considered when selecting a Homestay
This section consists of 20 questions which ask the respondents about their
consideration of homestay selection on 5-point Likert Scale, where 5 – Very important, 4 –
important, 3 – neither important nor unimportant, 2 – not important, 1 – not at all important
Section III: Perception of Homestay experience
This section consists of 14 questions which ask the respondents about their
perception in their homestay experience on 5-point Likert Scale, where 5 – Strongly agree, 4
– agree, 3 – neither agree nor disagree, 2 – disagree, 1 – strongly disagree.
Section IV: Tourists attitude towards Homestay development on the environment
This section consists of 10 questions which ask the respondent about their attitude to
environment towards to homestay experiences on 5-point Likert Scale, where 5 – Strongly
agree, 4 – agree, 3 – neither agree nor disagree, 2 – disagree, 1 – strongly disagree.
The open-ended question has one section
Section V: Overall Experience in Homestay
This section will ask the point of view of respondent in order to answer in their own
words to explain the most memorable experience and the most unpleasant experience to the
homestay in Amphawa.
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4.4 Collection of Data/ Gathering Procedures
4.4.1 Secondary Data
The researcher obtain informative datum to support this research from many sources
such as textbooks, newspaper articles, academic tourism research journals, statistics from The
Tourism Authority of Thailand, computerized databases, on-line searching, etc.
4.4.2 Primary Data
In this research, quantitative approach is used for data collection. A survey method
was used to collect the primary data. Questionnaire were Self-administered to 382
respondents in Amphawa who have stayed for more than one day and one night in homestay
on their recent visit. Most of the participant respondents were intercepted while they rest and
relax or spend their free time at tourism sites. The questionnaire was analysed using
Statistical Package of Social Science (SPSS) program to analyze and interpret the output data.
From 1st of August – 20th of September, 500 questionnaires were distributed to 12
homestays around Amphawa. Amphawa police officers introduced researcher to homestays’
owner and explained them about the objective of questionnaire. In each time, researcher and
family stayed in homestay for 2-3 days in order to observe and talked to homestay owner
about the tourism situation in Amphawa. Researcher stayed at Baan Tai Had area that
accommodated large number of homestays with enough capacity for foreigners, and Baan
Hing Hoi which has the lampoon orchard to preserve the habitat of fireflies. Different
numbers of questionnaires were left in each homestay, and researcher collected back filled
questionnaires. Quesionnaires were collected during 22nd of August - 5th of September. For
the low number of tourists in Amphawa, the homestay’s owner claimed that usually there are
a few tourists on weekdays and tourist would rather go out for activities, so there were a few
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filled questionnaires. Some homestays’ owner concerned of privacy of tourists, so it was
difficult for them as well as the researcher to disturb their relaxing time to fill out the
questionnaire. Finally, 305 questionnaires were collected on 20 th of September which Thai
and foreigner tourists filled out.
Table4.2 Primary data collection details
Time Schedule

Homestay in Amphawa

AugustSeptember, 2009

ChinoThai Homestay
Kru Pu Homestay
Paa Noi Homestay
Liabnatee Homestay
Sawankalok Homestay
Baan Nai Fun Homestay
Baan Rak Amphawa
Baan Mae Doung Manee
Baan Hing Hoi
PhuyaiPuChong Homestay
Baan Tai Had

Number of
questionnaires
distributed
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
70
70

Receipt of valid
questionnaires

500

305

Total

10
14
13
11
10
36
30
21
20
70
70

4.5 Pretest and Reliability Test
Pretests are trial runs with a group of respondent for the purpose of detecting problems in a
questionnaire’s instructions or design. In a pretest the researcher looks for ambiguous
questions and potential misunderstanding evidence. Additionally, the researcher has to
examine whether the questions contain similar meaning to all respondents or the point at
which respondent is likely to terminate (Zikmund, 2003).
A total of twenty questionnaires were distributed among Thai and International
tourists who experienced in homestay Amphawa, Samut Songkhram Province so as to assess
the reliability of the questionnaire during 13-16 June 2009.
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4.5.1 Reliability Analysis
After twenty questionnaires had been distributed, the reliabilities were obtained by
data collection. The questionnaire has to be administered to respondents in order to refine the
problems in answering the questions. In addition, it will be assessed the validity and
reliability of the questions.
Table 4.2: Reliability test
Item

Alpha

Attributes considered when selecting a Homestay

0.746

Perception of Homestay experience

0.775

Tourists’ attitudes towards Homestay environmental development

0.910

To analyze this reliability in this research, the researcher used Cronbach’s Alpha
which is a measure of internal reliability for muti-item summated rating scales. It is
recommended that a value of 0.7 should be achieved. It is assumed that id alpha for any scale
is greater than 0.7, then it is acceptable (Kent, 2001).
As can be seen from the table above, it is shown that Cronbach’s Coefficient Alpha
Scales is 0.746; the scale of tourists’ perceptions of home stay experience is 0.775, and
,finally, the scale of environmental aspect of home-stay development is 0.910, the Alpha
coefficient for all attributes were greater than 0.70 therefore, they were considered reliable.
4.6 Statistical Treatment of Data
4.6.1 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive Statistics was be used for Exploratory Data Analysis to describe and
compare variables numerically. The aspects of frequency distribution, Central Tendency
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(Arithmetic Mean, Median and Mode), Dispersion (Range, Mean Deviation and Standard
Deviation) and correlation are measured.
4.6.2 Inferential Statistics
Inferential Statistics was be used for Confirmatory Data Analysis to investigate
questions, models and hypotheses measuring Independent Sample t-test and ANOVA. In this
research, the researcher applied two statistical treatment of date as below:
Independent Sample t-Test

The t-test used to test a hypothesis stating that the mean scores on some variable will
be significantly different for two independent samples or groups. It is used when the number
of observations (sample size) is small and the population standard deviation is unknown
(Zikmund, 2003). "t" is the difference between two sample means measuring in terms of the
standard error of those means, or "t" is a comparison between two groups of means which
take into account of the differences in group variation and group size of the two groups. The
statistical hypothesis for the "t" test is stated as the null hypothesis concerning differences.
There is no significant difference in achievement between group 1 and group 2 on the
welding test (Key, 2002).

Figure 4.1: Formula of calculation of t value

=the mean of the first group
= the mean of the second group
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= the no. of cases in the first group
= the no. of cases in the second group
= the standard deviation of the first group
= the standard deviation of the second group

Source: statisticslecture.com (2008)
ANOVA (Analysis of Variance)
ANOVA is a technique to determine if statistically significant differences in means
occur between two or more groups. This bi-variant statistical technique is referred to “oneway” because there is only an independent variable (even though there may be several levels
of that variable). The F-distribution is a measure determining whether the variability of two
samples differ significantly. It is the ratio of the two sources of variances. If the observed
statistic is greater than the test value of some level of significance, the hypothesis, that there
is no significant difference in the means of the sample groups, may be rejected (Zikmund,
2003).
Figure 4.2: Formula of calculation of F-Ratio
F = Mean Square between (MSB) / Mean Square within (MSW)
F = MSB / MSW

Source: statisticslecture.com (2008)
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4.7 Statistical Used
Table 4.3: The Summary of statistical test to be used
Hypothesis

Statement

Statistical Test

Hypothesis 1

The difference in perception of homestay experience at
Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” is significant.

Sample t –Test

Hypothesis 2

The difference in perception of homestay experience at
Amphawa with regard to “duration” of the trip is
significant.
The difference in perception of homestay experience at
Amphawa with regard to “group size” of the trip is
significant.
The difference in perception of homestay experience at
Amphawa with regard to “trip type” is significant.
The difference in attributes considered when selecting
a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “tourist type”
of the trip is significant.
The difference in attributes considered when selecting
a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “duration of
the trip” is significant.
The difference in attributes considered when selecting
a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “group size” is
significant.
The difference in attributes considered when selecting
a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “trip type” is
significant.
The difference in tourist’s attitude of homestay
development on the environment at Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” is significant.
The difference in tourist’s attitude of homestay
development on the environment at Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip” is significant.
The difference in tourist’s attitude towards of
homestay development on the environment at
Amphawa with regard to “group size” is significant.
The difference in tourist’s attitude of homestay
environmental development in Amphawa with regard
to “trip type” is significant

ANOVA

Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 6

Hypothesis 7

Hypothesis 8

Hypothesis 9

Hypothesis 10

Hypothesis 11

Hypothesis 12

ANOVA
Sample t –Test
Sample t –Test

ANOVA

ANOVA

Sample t–Test
Sample t –Test

ANOVA

ANOVA
Sample t –Test
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Chapter V
Data Analysis and Finding
This chapter focuses on the data analysis and findings in this research study. It consists of
two sections. The first section presents the data analysis which summarizes the findings from
the data collection out of 305 questionnaires. The second section illustrates the hypotheses
testing results in order to achieve objectives of the research.
5.1 Data Processing Analysis
Data was analyzed and summarized in a readable interpretable form. The Statistical Package
for Social Science (SPSS) student version 14.0 was utilized to analyze the data.
Descriptive analysis was acted upon to derive the frequency tables and percentage in
order to observe the distribution of variables within the populations classified by their
information of travel such as main reason of staying in homestay, length of stay, information
channel, group size and trip type. Descriptive analysis was also acted upon to investigate the
means of attributes considered when selecting a homestay, perception of homestay
experience, and tourist’s attitudes of homestay development on the environment.
5.1.1 Trip characteristic information related to homestay
5.1.1.1 Frequency of visit to homestay
Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1 below show that 161 respondents or (52.8%) stated that their visit at
homestay was ‘more than one time’. A total of 144 respondents or (47.2%) came to
experience this kind of accommodation for the ‘first time’. It can be concluded that majority
of respondents visit to homestay was more than once in this study.
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Figure 5.1 Frequency of visit to homestay

Percentage

Have you ever been to home-stay?

54
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45
44

52.8

47.2

Yes, second time or more

No, first time

Table 5.1 Frequency of visit to homestay

Have you ever been to homestay?
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid Yes, second time or
more

161

52.8

52.8

52.8

No, first time

144

47.2

47.2

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0

5.1.1.2 Main reason for staying in a homestay
Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2 below show that 101 respondents or (33.1%) stated that their main
reason to stay in homestay was ‘a different way of life’ which means they would like to have
an experience that they can’t find in any place or ordinary hotel in Thailand such as shell
collection, observing sugar making, travel along Tah Cheen river and enjoy exotic fresh
seafood along the canal. A total of 95 respondents or (31.1%) wanted to have “experience” in
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Amphawa. A total of 68 respondents or (22.3%) stayed at homestay because of getting to
know and mixing with villagers.
The majority of tourists who stayed at homestay in Amphawa would like to
experience the different way of life or seeing something different from their routine. It means
that tourists visited Amphawa to spend their time for learning the new experience.
Figure 5.2 Main reasons for staying in a homestay
Percentage

Main reason for staying in a home-stay

35
30
25

31.1

33.1

20

22.3

15
10
5

9.2

4.3

0
Experience

A different way To get to know Opportunity to
of life
and mix with
speak and
villagers
communicate
in Thai

Learn and
understand
different
culture

Table 5.2 Main reason for staying in a homestay

Main reason for staying in a homestay
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid Experience

95

31.1

31.1

31.1

A different way of life

101

33.1

33.1

64.3

To get to know and mix
with villagers

68

22.3

22.3

86.6

Opportunity to speak
and communicate in
Thai

13

4.3

4.3

90.8

Learn and understand
different culture

28

9.2

9.2

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.3 Length of stay
Figure 5.3 and Table 5.3 indicates that 199 respondents (or 65.2%) stayed at homestay for ‘23 days’ followed by 53 respondents (or17.4%) who stayed at homestay for ‘4-5 days’.
Respondents who stayed there for ‘a week’ were 37 (or 12.1%). Only 16 respondents (or
5.2%) stayed at homestay ‘more than a week’. Therefore, the majority of respondents’ length
of the stay was 2-3 days in this study.
Figure 5.3 Length of stay
Percentage

Length of stay

70
60

65.2

50
40
30
20
17.4

10

12.1

5.2

A week

More than a week

0
2 – 3 days

4 – 5 days

Table 5.3 Length of stay

Length of stay
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid 2 – 3 days

199

65.2

65.2

65.2

4 – 5 days

53

17.4

17.4

82.6

A week

37

12.1

12.1

94.8

More than a
week

16

5.2

5.2

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.4 Group size
Figure 5.4 and Table 5.5 below reveal that most of 132 respondents or (43.4%) stayed at
homestay in a group ranging from ‘1-6 persons’. It was followed by 71 respondents or
(23.3%) whose composition of the group was ‘more than 18’. Respondents in a group of ‘712 persons’ were 60 or (19.7%) and 42 respondents or (13.8%) constituted a group ‘13-18
persons’. Therefore, most of respondents came in a group of ‘1-6 persons’ in this study.
Figure 5.4 Group Size
Percentage

Group size

50

45
40
35

43.3

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

23.3
19.7
13.8

1–6

7 – 12

13 – 18

More than 18

Table 5.4 Group Size

Group size
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid 1 – 6

132

43.3

43.3

43.3

7 – 12

60

19.7

19.7

63.0

13 – 18

42

13.8

13.8

76.7

More than 18

71

23.3

23.3

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.5 Expenses of staying in homestay
Figure 5.5 and Table 5.5 show the expenses of respondents. A total of 179 respondents or
(58.7%) spent ‘more than 500-1000’ baht for staying in homestay, followed by 75
respondents or (24.6%) spending between ‘250-500 baht’ and a total of 51 respondents or
(16.7%) whose expense for staying in homestay is ‘more than 1000-2000 baht’ in this study.
Figure 5.5 Expenses of a homestay

Table 5.5 Expenses of a homestay

Expenses of a homestay
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid 250 – 500 baht

75

24.6

24.6

24.6

More than 500 – 1000
baht

179

58.7

58.7

83.3

More than 1000 – 2000
baht

51

16.7

16.7

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.6 Trip type
Figure 5.6 and Table 5.6 show that a total of 206 respondents or (67.5%) trip was
‘unorganized’ which means they preferred to book the accommodation and arrange the trip
by themselves to Amphawa while a total of 99 respondents or (32.5%) organized their trip by
assistance of hotel or a travel agency. Therefore, the majority of respondents did
‘unorganized trip’ to Amphawa in this study.
Figure 5.6
Percentage

Trip type
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Unorganized

Organized (the day or trip organized by
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Table 5.6 Trip Type

Trip type
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid Unorganized

206

67.5

67.5

67.5

Organized (the day or
trip organized by
hotel/travel agency)

99

32.5

32.5

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.7 Tourist type
Figure 5.7 and Table 5.6 show the tourist type. 161 respondents (or 52.8%) were ‘sun- lust’
who are interested in climate, comfort and familiarity of accommodation. They wanted to
spend their time to relax with the nature or enjoy the scenery of the river. Followed by 144
respondents (47.2%) were ‘wanderlust’ who would like to experience new places and
cultures. These respondents were interested in an interaction between a group of people and
learning a different way of life. The majority of tourists were sun-lust in this study.
Figure 5.7 Tourist type
Percentage
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Table 5.7 Tourist type

Tourist type
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid Sun-lust

161

52.8

52.8

52.8

Wanderlust

144

47.2

47.2

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.8 Mode of transportation used to travel to Samut Songkhram
Figure 5.8 and Table 5.9 show the mode of transportation used to travel to Samut Songkhram.
A total of 181 respondents (or 59.3%) used ‘private car’ followed by 45 respondents (or
14.8%) used ‘coach’, 41 respondents (or 13.4%) used ‘van’, and 38 respondents (or 12.5%)
used ‘public bus’. It can be concluded that majority of respondents used private car to visit
homestay in Amphawa in this study.
Figure 5.8 Mode of transportation used to travel to Samut Songkram
Percentage
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Table 5.8 Mode of transportation used to travel to Samut Songkram

Mode of transportation used to travel to Samut Songkram
Cumulative
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Percent
Valid Coach

45

14.8

14.8

14.8

181

59.3

59.3

74.1

Van

41

13.4

13.4

87.5

Public bus

38

12.5

12.5

100.0

305

100.0

100.0

Private car

Total

76

5.1.1.9 Main type of information used to select homestay
Figure 5.9 and Table 5.9 indicate the main type of information for tourists to select homestay.
Most of the respondents (or 37.0%) selected homestay from their ‘previous experience’.
‘Guide book’ (or 36.1%) also constituted as important source of information. ‘Driving past’
(or 11.5%) and ‘Travel agents’ (or 10.2%) were considered as possible source of information
in this research, while ‘others’ such as reputation or recommendation from someone was not
considered an important element that tourists used to select homestay. Therefore, most of
respondents in this study selected homestay by their previous experience.
Figure 5.9 Main type of information used to select homestay
Percentage

Main type of information used to select home-stay
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Table 5.9 Main type of information used to select homestay

Main type of information used to select home-stay

Frequency
Valid Guide book

Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative
Percent

110

36.1

36.1

36.1

Previous experience

113

37.0

37.0

73.1

Driving past

35

11.5

11.5

84.6

Travel agent

31

10.2

10.2

94.8

Others

16

5.2

5.2

100.0

Total

305

100.0

100.0
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5.1.1.10 Participation in the outdoor activities available for tourist
Figure 5.10 and Table 5.10 show the activities chosen by the tourists while staying in home
stay in order of preference was eating ‘local food’ (or 35.4%) followed by buying ‘local
products’ (or 12.8%). A total of 27 respondents (or 8.9%) preferred visiting ‘historical sites’,
and 26 respondents (or 8.5%) interested in ‘shell collection’. Unexpectedly, travel by “boat
tour” (0%) was not preferred at all by the tourists in this study.
Figure 5.10 Participation in the outdoor activities available for tourists

Table 5.10 Participation in the outdoor activities available for tourists
First choice Activity
Frequency
Valid Local food

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

108

35.4

35.4

35.4

Local product

39

12.8

12.8

48.2

Visit Museum

18

5.9

5.9

54.1

Historical sites

27

8.9

8.9

63.0

Religious sites

25

8.2

8.2

71.1

Sugar making

18

5.9

5.9

77.0

Shell collection

26

8.5

8.5

85.6

Biking

14

4.6

4.6

90.2

Water skiing

15

4.9

4.9

95.1

Thai massage/spa

8

2.6

2.6

97.7

Music and culture

7

2.3

2.3

100.0

305

100.0

100.0

Total

78

5.1.1.11 Most memorable aspects and most unpleasant aspects of homestay experience
For the most memorable aspects from most respondents were friendliness of Amphawa
people, enjoyable local food and products whereas the most unpleasant aspects of homestay
experience were traffic congestion, overcrowded and not enough parking space. It can
indicate from the results that respondent were appreciated by the hospitality of locals and
they were unsatisfied by tourism management in Amphawa.
5.1.2 Attributes considered when selecting a homestay
According to the outcome shown in Appendix D, respondents considered cleanliness of
homestay (64.3%) and construction as the most important factors while availability of
phone/TV/radio and internet (34.4%) were the least important features to tourists.
5.1.3 Perception of homestay experience
In accordance with the outcome in Appendix D, respondents agreed that ‘homestay house are
Thai traditional style’ (49.8%). Moreover, 58 percent respondents insisted that ‘tourists were
forced to buy local produces’ and ‘locals were afraid of living with strangers in their house’
claimed by 55.1% respondents. Therefore, it has positive and negative views in tourist’s
perception of homestay experience.
5.1.4 Tourists attitude of homestay development on the environment
According to the outcome shown in Appendix D, tourist’s attitudes did effect homestay
development on the environment. It can be seen very clearly that the respondents in this study
were of the same unanimous in reporting that homestay development, even though, has
certain economic contribution while it does lead to environmental degradation in Amphawa.
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5.2 Hypothesis testing
Hypothesis is a statement about a population parameter developed for the purpose of testing
(Lind, Marshal & Wathen, 2005). Testing was carried out using statistics which provide a
probability value for a result and there will be always some probability that an erroneous
result may be found. Most statistical tests use a probability level of 95% as being sufficient to
assert that a measured effect is representative of that in the population under test (McMurray,
Pace & Scott, 2004). The hypothesis which is developed for the purpose of testing is called
the null hypothesis, designated Ho. The alternate hypothesis is the statement that is accepted
if the sample data provides sufficient evidence that the null hypothesis is false. It is
designated H1 (Lind, Marshal & Wathen, 2005).
This research study consists of twelve (12) tested hypotheses. Independent sample t –
test and ANOVA were used to test the hypotheses. The significance level used in this
research study is 0.05 or 95% level of confidence.
5.2.1 Hypothesis 1
Ho1:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type” is not significant.

Ha1:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type” is significant.

The Independent Sample t-test analysis in Table 5.11 reveals that the items for tourist type
between ‘Sun-lust’ and ‘Wanderlust’ have a significant value of 0.125 which is more than
0.05. Therefore the null hypothesis failed to reject for this items. This means that the
difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” is
not significant.
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Table 5.11 Difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type”

Independent Samples Test
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Sig. (2-

F
Equal

Sig.

2.363 .125

t

Df

tailed)

Mean

Std. Error

Difference Difference

Lower

Upper

2.993 303

.003

.14516

.04850

.04973

.24059

2.949 265.

.003

.14516

.04922

.04825

.24208

variances
assumed
Equal
variances not

889

assumed

5.2.2 Hypothesis 2
Ho2:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip is not significant.

Ha2:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip is significant.

The ANOVA analysis in table 5.12 reveals the item of ‘duration’ has a significant value of
0.00 which is less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected in this case. This mean
that the difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip is significant.
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Table 5.12 Difference in perceptions of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip

ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Between Groups

df

Mean Square

4.019

3

1.340

Within Groups

51.749

301

.172

Total

55.768

304

F

Sig.

7.792

.000

5.2.3 Hypothesis 3
Ho3:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“group size” of the trip is not significant.

Ha3:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“group size” of the trip is significant.

The ANOVA analysis in Table 5.13 reveals that ‘group size’ has a significant value of 0.499
which is more than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is failed to reject for this item. This
means that there are not significant differences in perceptions of homestay experience in
Amphawa with regard to group size.
Table 5.13 Difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“group size” of the trip

ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Between Groups

df

Mean Square

.437

3

.146

Within Groups

55.331

301

.184

Total

55.768

304

F

Sig.
.793

.499
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5.2.4 Hypothesis 4
Ho4:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“trip type” of the trip is not significant.

Ha4:

The difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard to
“trip type” of the trip is significant.

The Independent Sample t-test Analysis in Table 5.14 reveals that ‘trip type’ have a
significant value of 0.827 which is more than 0.05. Therefore the null hypothesis is failed to
reject in this case. This means that difference in perceptions of homestay experience in
Amphawa with regard to trip type of the trip is not significant.
Table 5.14 Difference in perception of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to “trip
type” of the trip

Independent Samples Test

Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Mean
Sig. (2- Differenc Std. Error
F
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances
not assumed

Sig.

t

df

.048 .827 1.65

tailed)

e

Difference Lower Upper

303

.099

.08648

.05223 -.01630 .18926

1.61 181.1

.108

.08648

.05361 -.01930 .19226

6

3

40
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5.2.5 Hypothesis 5
Ho5:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” of the trip is not significant.

Ha5:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” of the trip is significant.

The Independent Sample t-test analysis in Table 5.15 indicates that ‘tourist type’ has a
significance value of 0.100 which is more than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is failed
to reject. This means that the difference in attributed considered when selecting a homestay in
Amphawa with regard to tourist type of the trip is not significant.
Table 5.15 Difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” of the trip

Independent Samples Test
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Sig. (2-

F
Equal variances

Sig.

t

df

2.715 .100 1.557 303

tailed)

Mean

Std. Error

Difference Difference Lower

Upper

.121

.09861

.06335

-.02605

.22328

.123

.09861

.06378

-.02691

.22414

assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

1.546 287.7
17
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5.2.6 Hypothesis 6
Ho6:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip” is not significant.

Ha6:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip” is significant.

The ANOVA analysis in Table 5.16 reveals that ‘duration of the trip’ has a significant value
less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded that the difference in
attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to duration of the
trip is significant.
Table 5.16 Difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip”

ANOVA
Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

7.452

3

2.484

8.722

.000

Within Groups

85.723

301

.285

Total

93.176

304

5.2.7 Hypothesis 7
Ho7:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “group size” is not significant.

Ha7:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “group size” is significant.
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The One-way ANOVA analysis in Table 5.17 reveals that ‘group size’ has a significant value
less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. This means that the difference in
attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to group size is
significant.
Table 5.17 Difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “group size”

ANOVA
Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

2.854

3

.951

3.171

.025

Within Groups

90.321

301

.300

Total

93.176

304

5.2.8 Hypothesis 8
Ho8:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “trip type” is not significant.

Ha8:

The difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “trip type” is significant.

The Independent Sample t-test analysis in Table 5.18 indicates that ‘trip type’ has a
significant value of 0.854 which is more than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is failed to
reject. This means that the difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in
Amphawa with regard to trip type is not significant.
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Table 5.18 Difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with
regard to “trip type”

Independent Samples Test
Levene's
Test for
Equality of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances not
assumed

F

Sig.

T

Df

.034

.854

.189

303

.188 190.60
7

Std.
Mean
Error
Sig. (2- Differenc Differen
tailed)
e
ce
Lower Upper
.850

.01281

.06781

.14625
.1206
3

.851

.01281

.06821

.14735
.1217
3

5.2.9 Hypothesis 9
Ho9:

The difference in tourists’ attitude of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” is not significant.

Ha9:

The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” is significant.

The Independent Sample t-test analysis in Table 5.19 indicates that ‘tourist type’ has a
significant value of 0.00 which is less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected.
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This means that the difference in tourist’s attitudes of homestay environmental development
in Amphawa with regard to tourist type is significant.
Table 5.19 Difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “tourist type”
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test
for Equality
of Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

F

Sig.

t

Df

Equal variances assumed 19.014 .000

1.720

303

Equal variances not
assumed

1.689 255.808

Mean
Sig. (2- Differen Std. Error
Uppe
tailed)
ce
Difference Lower
r
.086

.19450

.11307

.4170
.02800 0

.092

.19450

.11514

.4212
.03223 4

5.2.10 Hypothesis 10
Ho10: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of environmental development in Amphawa with
regard to “duration of the trip” is not significant.
Ha10: The difference in tourists’ attitude of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “duration of the trip” is significant.
The ANOVA analysis in Table 5.20 reveals that ‘duration of the trip’ has a significant value
of 0.00 which is less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. It is concluded that
the difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in Amphawa
with regard to duration of the trip is significant.
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Table 5.20 Difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “duration of the trip”

ANOVA
Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

19.143

3

6.381

6.904

.000

Within Groups

278.192

301

.924

Total

297.336

304

5.2.11 Hypothesis 11
Ho11: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “group size” is not significant.
Ha11: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “group size” is significant.
The ANOVA analysis in Table 5.21 reveals that ‘group size’ has the significant value of
0.059 which is more than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis is failed to reject. This means
that the difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in Amphawa
with regard to group size is not significant.
Table 5.21 Difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “group size”

ANOVA
Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

7.249

3

2.416

2.507

.059

Within Groups

290.087

301

.964

Total

297.336

304

Between Groups
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5.2.12 Hypothesis 12
Ho12: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “trip type” is not significant.
Ha12: The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “trip type” is significant.
The Independent Sample t-test analysis in Table 5.22 indicates ‘trip type’ has a significant
value of 0.235 which is more than 0.05. It concludes that the null hypothesis is failed to reject
which means that the difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development
in Amphawa with regard to trip type is not significant.
Table 5.22 Difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay environmental development in
Amphawa with regard to “trip type”

Independent Samples Test
Levene's
Test for
Equality
of
Variances

t-test for Equality of Means
95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

F

Sig.

t

df

Mean
Sig. (2- Differen Std. Error
tailed)
ce
Difference Lower Upper

Equal variances 1.4 .235 -.430 303
assumed
16

.668

-.05203

.12111

.18628
.2903
5

Equal variances
not assumed

.678

-.05203

.12519

.19501
.2990
8

-.416 178.0
30
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Chapter VI
Summary, Conclusion and recommendations
This chapter contains a summary of the study, conclusion of the research outcomes along
with recommendations and suggestion for further research.
6.1

Summary of findings
6.1.1 Sample Profile

Out of 305 respondents of this study, the majority of the respondents were tourists who
visited homestay in Amphawa for more than one occasion, the main reason to visit Amphawa
homestay was experience a difference way of life, staying there for 2-3 days, group size
ranging from 1-6 persons, having spent more than 500-1000 baht for staying in homestay,
unorganized trip to Amphawa, sun-lust type of tourists, who wanted to relax in natural
setting, travelling by private car, using their previous experience information to select
homestay , and eating local food was the first choice outdoor activity .
Table 6.1 Summary of respondents’ trip characteristics related to homestay
Trip characteristics
Frequency of visit to homestay
Main reason for staying in a
homestay
Length of stay
Group size
Expenses of homestay
Trip type
Tourist type
Mode of transportation used to travel
Main type of information
First choice for outdoor activities

The majority group
of respondents (%)
2nd time or more (52.8%)
A different way of life (33.1%)
2-3 days (65.2%)
1-6 persons (43.3%)
More than 500-1000 bath (58.7%)
Unorganized (67.5%)
Sun-lust (52.8%)
Private car (59.3%)
Previous Experience (37%)
Local Food (35.4%)
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6.1.2 Hypotheses testing results
The research studying on the topic of “Homestay Selection, Experience, and Environment
Concerning in Amphawa, Samut Songkram” obtained the data from 305 respondents by
applying ANOVA and Independent Sample t –test to test the hypothesis. The outcome is
indicated in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 Summary of Hypothesis testing results

Description

Statistical
technique used

Hypothesis
testing result

Hypothesis 1
The difference in perceptions of homestay
experience in Amphawa with regard to “tourist
type” is not significant.

Sample t-test

Failed to reject
Ho1

ANOVA

Rejected Ho2

ANOVA

Failed to reject
Ho3

Sample t-test

Failed to reject
Ho4

The difference in attributes considered when
Sample t-test
selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type” of the trip is not significant.

Failed to reject
Ho5

Hypothesis 2
The difference in perceptions of homestay
experience in Amphawa with regard to
“duration” of the trip in not significant.
Hypothesis 3
The difference in perceptions of homestay
experience in Amphawa with regard to “group
size” of the trip is not significant.
Hypothesis 4
The difference in perceptions of homestay
experience in Amphawa with regard to “trip
type” is not significant.
Hypothesis 5

Hypothesis 6
The difference in attributes considered when
ANOVA
selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to
“duration of the trip” is not significant.

Rejected Ho6
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Hypothesis 7
The difference in attributes considered when
ANOVA
selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to
“group size” is not significant.

Rejected Ho7

Hypothesis 8
The difference in attributes considered when
Sample t-test
selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to
“trip type” is not significant.

Failed to reject
Ho8

Hypothesis 9
The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay
environmental development in Amphawa with
regard to “tourist type” is not significant.

Sample t-test

Rejected Ho9

ANOVA

Rejected Ho10

ANOVA

Failed to reject
Ho11

Sample t-test

Failed to reject
Ho12

Hypothesis 10
The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay
environmental development in Amphawa with
regard to” duration of the trip” is not significant.
Hypothesis 11
The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay
environmental development in Amphawa with
regard to “group size” is not significant.
Hypothesis 12
The difference in tourists’ attitudes of homestay
environmental development in Amphawa with
regard to “trip type” is not significant.

6.2 Conclusion of the research based on the objectives
In this section, the researcher wraps up the research findings to achieve the three objectives
mentioned in Chapter 1.
Objective 1: Examine differences in tourists’ perceptions of homestay experience in
Amphawa.
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Hypothesis 1-4 tested the difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with
regard to tourist type, duration, group size and trip type.
Tourist type
The outcome demonstrated that perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with regard
to tourist type failed to reject. Therefore, tourists’ perceptions of homestay experience didn’t
change with respect to different types of tourists. It was confirmed by the descriptive
statistics that both sun-lust and wander lust types of tourists have same way of experience,
based on the mean score, from homestay. It may be because sun-lust types of respondents
were able to have comfortable stay while wander lust type of tourists were able to have
satisfactory interaction with locals during their stay.
Duration of trip
The study found that the difference in perceptions of homestay experience in Amphawa with
regard to duration of trip is rejected. It explains that the difference in tourists perception in
terms of duration of the trip is significant. It can be implied from post-hoc-test (in Appendix
C) that the tourists perceived higher homestay experience when their duration of the stay is
longer than 2-3 days in comparison to other durations. Mostly tourists prefer to spend time in
homestay in Amphawa during weekend. It means arriving on Saturday morning and going
back Sunday evening is adequate interval to have homestay experience. Staying longer there
provides many outdoor activities for tourists, such as, boat tour or visiting historical sites
around Amphawa.
Group size
The hypothesis testing result demonstrated perceptions of homestay experience for tourists
with regard to group size is failed to reject. Therefore it was confirmed that the number of
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persons constituting the group does not affect to the homestay experience. Generally, Thai
people as hosts are friendly and sociable. Regardless of the number of tourists in group, the
locals are always willing to answer and guide the tourists.
Trip type
The outcome demonstrated the perception of homestay experience for tourists with regard to
trip type is failed to reject. Therefore, it insisted that the trip type did not change in the
homestay experience. Both unorganized and organized trip can contact the host directly and
ask for their preference. The owner of homestay paid attention to them. In this study, tourist’s
satisfaction can spread their word-of-mouth through public communication; web-blogs or
travel links.
Objective 2: Investigate the criteria used for selection of a homestay in Amphawa by tourists.
Hypothesis 5-8 tested the difference in attributes considered when selecting a homestay in
Amphawa with regard to tourist type, trip type, duration of the trip and group size.
Tourist type
The hypothesis testing result demonstrated that the difference in attributes considered when
selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to tourist type is failed to reject. Therefore, it
claims that tourist type didn’t change the attributes considered when selecting a homestay.
Both Sun-lust and wander lust types of tourists have the same criteria to select a homestay.
Both types of tourists look for ‘reasonable’, ‘clean’, ‘safe’ and ‘comfortable’homestay. Both
of them appreciate the concept of living at homestay where they can live closer to the nature
and locals.
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Duration of the trip
The hypothesis test conducted in Chapter five demonstrated that the difference in attributes
considered when selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to duration of the trip is
rejected. Therefore, it conveys that duration of the trip is significant to tourists in order to
consider when selecting a homestay. From post-hoc testing (in Appendix C), the research
study revealed that tourists who stayed for 4-5 days in homestay have a stronger perception
about homestay attributes than those staying for 2-3 days and a week. While 2-3 days may be
too short for some and more than a week may be too much for others. The duration of 4-5
days is adequate for tourists to stay in homestay. Within 4-5 days, they can know the
available facilities for their convenience and comfort, learn about locals, and compare prices
on weekends and weekdays among homestays as well as the local products. Therefore 4-5
days stay seems value for many staying in a homestay with selected attributes.
Group size
The hypothesis testing result demonstrated that the difference in attributes considered when
selecting a homestay in Amphawa with regard to group size is rejected. Therefore, it explains
that group size does significantly influence on the attributes in the selection of a homestay.
From post-hoc (in Appendix C), it implies that 13-18 persons in a group have stronger
perception of attributes when selecting homestay than group comprising 1-6 persons and 7-12
persons. One possible explanation lies in the fact that 13-18 persons in a group have to select
the homestay that could accommodate large number of person. For a large group of people
visiting homestay needs ‘meal on site’, and ‘good reputation and recommendation’ are
important to them. Homestay has to be well managed and to ensure tourists ‘safety’.
Furthermore homestay hosts need to cater to the various needs of persons in a group, so the
ability to communicate between host and large group of tourists is quite important.
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Trip type
The outcome demonstrated that the difference in attributes considered when selecting a
homestay in Amphawa with regard to trip type is failed to reject. Therefore, it confirmed that
trip type did not affect the attributes considered when selecting a homestay. Both unorganized
and organized type of tourists want clean, provide comfort, and safety homestay with
reasonable price.
Objective 3: To study the tourists’ attitudes towards homestay development on the
environment at Amphawa
Hypothesis 9-12 tested the difference in tourist’s attitude of homestay development on the
environment at Amphawa with regard to tourist type, duration of the trip, group size and trip
type.
Tourist type
The hypothesis testing results demonstrated that the difference in tourists’ attitudes of
homestay development on the environment at Amphawa with regard to tourist type is rejected
(Appendix C). Therefore, it maintains that tourist type did change tourists’ attitudes of
homestay development on the environment at Amphawa. Sun lust tourist types who are likely
to spend their time with nature did concern about noise pollution, traffic congestion and
overcrowding, garbage and wastes management which are the problems that destroy the
serenity of Amphawa ,while environmental issues did slightly effect to wanderlust tourist
type.
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Duration of the trip
The hypothesis testing results demonstrated that the difference in tourists’ attitudes towards
homestay development on the environment at Amphawa with regard to duration of the trip is
rejected. Therefore, it can explain that the duration of the trip does influence significantly to
tourists’ attitude towards homestay development on the environment. From the post-hoc tests
(in Appendix c) revealed that tourists who stayed in homestay for more 4-5 days have
stronger perceptions in homestay development on the environment than staying for 2-3 days
and a week. This implies that tourists get the feeling of quick changes in the environment due
to homestay development. Moreover, within this interval, tourists did speak to locals and
personally observe changes and development.
Group size
The hypothesis testing results demonstrated that the difference in tourist’s attitudes of
homestay homestay environmental development in Amphawa with regard to group size is
failed to reject. Therefore, it asserts that group size did not change the tourists’ attitude to the
homestay development which can be implied that irrespective the number of persons in a
group have the same feeling about changes concerning environment in Amphawa. Every
group member agreed that homestay development caused environmental degradation.
Trip Type
The hypothesis testing results demonstrated that the difference in tourists’ attitudes of
homestay environmental development in Amphawa with regard to trip type is failed to reject.
Therefore, it can be concluded that trip type did not influence significantly on tourists’
attitude of homestay environmental development. This implies that either unorganized or
organized trip type has the same attitude to the homestay development on the environment.
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Tourists from both trip types had experienced that homestay tourism development let to
environment problem.
6.3 Recommendations based on trip characteristics
As the to the research finding have found that, the tourists visiting Amphawa, duration, group
size and trip type gave the difference importance in perceptions of homestay experience. The
different in duration and group size also revealed the different criteria used for homestay
selection, and the different tourist types and duration provided the different attitudes towards
homestay development on the environment at Amphawa.
Most of tourists in this study were sun-lust tourist types who are motivated to travel
by the beauty of nature as well as the familiarity of homestay type accommodation.
Amphawa landscape attracted this type of tourists. Therefore, it is very important to well
manage the sites, for instance, traffic controlling, disposal management, and homestay
construction.
From the study result, the longer stay of duration of tourists lead to the deeper
perception in homestay experience. The agreeable of most of respondents in ‘living with
people from different society, different cultures, and different way of life is easy for loccal’
(Appendix D) can be implies that the interactive between hosts and tourists was more
effectively. Hosts would cater to the needs of tourists and improve the quality of service. On
the other hand, tourists would have a chance to communicate to host for the necessary
facilities for better quality of service. Tourists’ attitudes are concerned about the natural
preservation. Only on weekends, most tourists spent their time in floating market which is
overcrowded, but if the duration of stay is extended to weekdays, tourists will have a chance
to experience the beauty of serenity of Amphawa and better expose to local life and culture.
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From analysis based on group size, the numbers of persons in group have the different
requirement and need various services from hosts. Large number in group needs the proper
activities. Homestays have to arrange for adequate food and drinks for different number of
people. Not only to satisfy tourists, but this is also benefit to local people to promote local
products and earn income. For less number in group, hosts have to arrange the privacy space
in homestay and accept their comments for the comfort and convenient in order to serve right
as per their needs.
This research reveals that unorganized trip type constituted majority of tourists who
have the flexible schedule and activities, so communication between tourists and host is very
important. Hosts should to inform tourists about the facilities available at homestays and
things that tourists should arrange before coming in homestay or what tourists want host to
prepare for them. Internet is the good mediatory for homestay owners to put the information
about the place. Moreover, it would be more efficient if tourists can give the feedback via
internet. Not only knowing of satisfaction from tourists, but good comments can also be a
good represent on the cyber.
This research recommends Amphawa Community, Homestay owners and service
providers, and TAT to support the tourism development and activities to match the needs of
tourists as well as preserve the environment to be as a role model for the other community
within Thailand.
6.3.1 Recommendations for Amphawa Community
Amphawa Community became a popular of destination for tourists under the concept of
natural and cultural conservation. Villagers benefited directly to the tourism. From the study,
the first choice of activities for tourist to visit Amphawa is ‘local food’ which is the way to
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promote the local agricultural products to the market. Community needs to keep the travel
routes and sites clean. The most important thing is the community should plan any the
expansion of tourism such as the traffic control and garbage management so as to prevent the
problem from booming in tourism. Moreover, community has to realize the problems of
cheating tourist. Signage of ‘Beware of pick pocket’ should provided, and community has to
share the standard price to travel via homestay information to avoid the over price charging.
Furthermore, it is very important to concern about natural resources. Community has to
arrange the concept of local environmental preservation. Locals must work in cooperation
and participate in tourism planning.
6.3.2 Recommendations for Homestay owners in Amphawa
Homestay business brought benefits to Amphawa community. ‘Cleanliness’ is the first
priority for selecting homestay. Homestay is the learning place for tourist to learn about local
living life. Homestay may create variety of activities such as new adventure in river or canals
open the different routes, introducing the local traditional ceremony. This is the normal
practice for locals, but it is a new experience for tourists. Moreover, the new creative
activities can bring the good relationship between hosts and tourists. By doing these
activities, there will be less barrier communication. Furthermore, it can extend the length of
stay for tourists who travel to Amphawa during weekend. Additionally, homestay owners and
service providers can give relevant information about how to live with locals in order to
prevent tourist from cheating and understand how to live in different culture. As well as this,
homestay owners may offer more service for rest and relaxing such as spa and Thai massage
by using the local product such as coconut oil. Finally, homestay owners in Amphawa may
cooperate with township to control the standard and pattern of homestay services because
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homestay is the apparel as a part of Amphawa heritage and in order to decrease the cost of
green space within Amphawa.
6.3.4 Recommendations for Tourism Authority of Thailand
Community based tourism is a new type of tourism in Thailand. With the concept of
sustainable tourism, the core principle of community based tourism is the integration of
economic benefit, natural-cultural conservation and grassroots democracy (Kantamaturapoj,
2005). In this research study, it was found out that the duration of the stay is the key element
to drive tourism business in Amphawa. At present, tourism in Amphawa is active only during
weekends. Floating market opens only on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Homestays are fully
booked on only holidays and weekends. On weekdays, Amphawa is a silent community
without tourists and activities. TAT should intentionally studies the possibility to promote
tourism activities in Amphawa that the tourists can do more than the weekends such as the
historical and cultural site educational trip and promoting of local traditional festivities and
local product. In addition, TAT can introduce a policy for homestays in Amphawa to use the
local products in order to minimize the money leakage from material and ingredient and to
cater to demands of tourist. TAT can publish the manual to give tourist information about
local restaurants, homestay and directions in order to serve the needs of tourists who prefer to
visit Amphawa without involving agency. TAT and township must cooperate about plan and
management to set up the appropriate strategy and promotion activities.
6.4 Suggestion for further research
In this study was limited to 11 homestays within Amphawa sub-district. In Samut
Songkhram province, there are more than 100 homestays that face the similar problems
which is the limitation of stay for tourist as well as the degradation of environment. It is hard
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for locals to give the negative information to outsiders from the tourism. Even though there
are unequally benefits generation from the villagers and service providers, locals still talked
positively about the problem in Amphawa.
Researcher would like to recommend for future research by conducting the
questionnaire cover to 3 sub-districts (Meoung, Amphawa and Bang Kon Ti) of Samut
Songkharm that would provide more results of tourists’ preference and homestay experience
and their attitude towards homestay environmental development.
However, it can be deniable to state that tourism in Thailand is affected by the
government policy and global situation. Amphawa is a good example destination to the others
part of Thailand of the community based tourism to study about the positive and negative
views from the tourism development.
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No.………
Questionnaire

Dear Respondents:
This questionnaire is part of a Master of Business Administration (MBA)’s Thesis
in Tourism Management, Graduate School of Business, Assumption University,
Thailand. The purpose of this survey is about opinion of tourists experience for
Amphawa homestay. This thesis aims at enhancing sustainable tourism to the
community and focusing on areas of tourist demand, such as satisfaction and
comfortable from service. Your feedback will be of great benefit in further developing
and advancing in tourism education.
Section I General information
Instructions: Please provide following information by tick in one box or filling in the
boxes as appropriate.
1. Have you ever been to homestay?
□ Yes, second time or more

□ No, first time

2. Main reason for staying in a homestay
□ Experience

□ A different way of life

□ To get to know and mix with villagers
□ Opportunity to speak and communicate in Thai
□ Learn and understand different culture
3. Duration of trip
□2-3 days □4-5 days □ a week □ more than a week
4.Group Size
□ 1-6 □ 7-12 □ 13-18 □ More than 18
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5. Expenses of homestay
□ 250-500 baht □ more than 500-1000 baht □ more than 1000 – 2000
6. Trip type
□ Unorganized (Come to the region of their own)
□ Organized (the day or trip organized by hotel/travel agency)
7. Tourist type
□ sun-lust (rest, relaxation and 3s (Sun, Sand, Sea)
□

wanderlust ( to experience different people and cultures)

8. Mode of transportation used to travel to Samut Songkram
□ coach

□ private car □ van □ public bus

9. Main type of information used to select homestay
□ guide book □ previous experience □ driving past □ travel agent
□ recommended by someone □Internet □Magazine
□ others……………………

10. Participation in the outdoor activities available for tourists (tick more than one
which those used and rank 1, 2, 3… in the order of preference)
………….Local Food………….Local products…………. Visit Museum
………….Historical sites ………….Religious site…………. Sugar making
………….Shell collection………….Biking………….Water skiing
………….Thai massage/ Spa………….Music and culture show
………….Boat Tour
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Section II: Attributes considered when selecting a Homestay
Instructions: Please indicate your degree of importance by marking (√) in the box
that matches best with your opinion, where 5 – Very important, 4 – important, 3 –
neither important nor unimportant, 2 – not important, 1 – not at all important
No.

Homestay selection Attributes

11

Reasonable/low cost

12

Cleanliness of home/construction

13

Safety from wild animal

14

Safety from accidents

15

Provide the extra comfort; bed and
pillow

16

Natural setting around home stay

17

Good reputation/recommendation

18

Tidy and clean kitchen

19

Availability of
phone/TV/Radio/Internet

20

Portable water

21

Provide laundry service

22

Climate control

23

Availability of meal on site

24

Ability to communicate with local
people

25

Locals welcome attitude

26

Short distance from floating market
or others attractions in Amphawa

27

Exchange culture activities

28

Absence of cheating

29

Friendliness of local people

30

Hospitality of local people

5

4

3

2

1
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Section III: Perception of homestay experience
Instructions: Please indicate your level of agreement by marking (√) on the one that
matches best with your opinion, where 5 – Strongly agree, 4 – agree, 3 – neither
agree nor disagree, 2 – disagree, 1 – strongly disagree
No. Tourists perception of homestay
experience
31

Number of tourists are allocated in
proportion to the size of the house

32

Type of tourists are appropriate with
characteristics of home-stay owners (lots
of male tourists are not sent to house with
young daughters or all female tourists are
sent to a house with many male members)

33

This concept of home-stay is
distinguishable from other forms of
accommodation

34

Tourists are forced to buy local products

35

Home stay house are Thai traditional style

36

Inside of the house is clean, wellorganized, and convenient

37

Home-stay owner(s) is/are friendly

38

Owners give enough time to take care of
tourists

39

Living with people from different societies,
different cultures, and different way of life
is easy for locals

40

Locals were afraid to live with strangers in
their houses

41

Locals understand why common things
could interest tourists

42

Locals are empowered to guide the
tourists
Home-stay is developed and managed in
an environmentally sensitive manner

43
44

5

4

3

2

1

The home-stay best symbolizes local
cultural and locals way of life
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Section IV: Tourists attitudes of homestay development on the environment
Instructions: Please indicate your level of agreement by marking (√) in the box that
matches best with your opinion, where 5 – Strongly agree, 4 –agree, 3 – neither
agree nor disagree, 2 – disagree, 1 – strongly disagree
No.

Environmental aspect of
home-stay development

45

City lights disturb the natural
setting around Amphawa

46

The firefly populations have
dropped in the last few years
due to increase in tourists

47

Tourism can results in pollution
of environment, water and the
air in Amphawa

48

Tourism can result in
unpleasantly crowded homestays, canals and boats along
the river

49

The construction of home-stay
and tourists facilities can
destroy the natural environment
of Amphawa

50

Home-stays are being
developed at the costs of green
space

51

Noise of boat engine

52

Not enough waste disposal

53

Traffic and Over Crowding

54

The river and canals are
polluted by tourism
development

5

4

3

2

1
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Section V: Overall Experience in Homestay
55. Most Memorable aspects of the homestay experience at Amphawa.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………

56. Most Unpleasant aspects of the homestay experience at Amphawa
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
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เลขที่แบบสอบถาม............

เรียน ผู้ตอบแบบสอบถามทุกท่าน
แบบสอบถามนี ้เป็ นส่วนหนึง่ ของวิทยานิพนธ์หลักสูตรปริญญาโท คณะบริหารธุรกิจ สาขาการจัดการ
การท่องเที่ยว มหาวิทยาลัยอัสสัมชัญ ซึ่งทาขึ ้นเพื่อเก็บข้ อมูล โดยจะนามาประมวลผลงานวิทยานิพนธ์ใน
หัวข้ อเรื่อง “ความพึงพอใจในการเข้ าพัก ประสบการณ์และการตระหนักถึงสิ่งแวดล้ อมของนักท่องเที่ยวที่
เข้ าพักในโฮมสเตย์ อ.อัมพวา สมุทรสงคราม”
การตอบแบบสอบถามของท่านจะเป็ นประโยชน์อย่างมากต่อการศึกษา โดยข้ อมูลจากแบบสอบถาม
ของท่านจะถูกเก็บเป็ นความลับอย่างดีและจะนาไปใช้ เพื่อการศึกษาเท่านัน้
จึงเรียนมาเพื่อขอความกรุณาและขอขอบพระคุณเป็ นอย่างสูงที่ท่านสละเวลาในการกรอก
แบบสอบถามฉบับนี ้
ส่ วนที่1 ข้ อมูลทั่วไป
1. ท่านเคยเข้ าพักในโฮมสเตย์หรือไม่
□เคย มากกว่าหนึ่งครัง้ □ ไม่ครัง้ นี ้เป็ นครัง้ แรก
2. เหตุผลที่ท่านเลือกเข้ าพักในโฮมสเตย์
□ หาประสบการณ์ □ ต้ องการความแตกต่าง
□ ต้ องการทราบเกี่ยวกับการใช้ ชีวิตของชุมชนและชาวบ้ าน
□ ต้ องการเรียนรู้วฒ
ั นธรรมความเป็ นอยู่
3. ระยะเวลาการเข้ าพัก
□ 2-3 วัน □ 4-5 วัน □ หนึ่งสัปดาห์ □ มากกว่าหนึ่งสัปดาห์
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4. จานวนคณะที่พกั
□1-6 คน

□7-12 คน

□13-18 คน □ มากกว่า 18 คน

5. ค่าที่พกั ต่อคืน
□ 250-500 บาท □ มากกว่า 500-1000บาท

□ มากกว่า 1000-2000 บาท

6. รูปแบบการท่องเที่ยว
□ วางแผนท่องเที่ยวด้ วยตนเอง

□ จัดโดยทัวส์เอเย่นต์

7. นักท่องเที่ยวในแบบของคุณคือ
□ พักผ่อนหย่อนใจ

□ ค้ นหาประสบการณ์เรียนรู้โลกกว้ าง

8. คุณมาอัมพวาโดย
□รถบัส □ รถยนต์สว่ นตัว □ รถตู้ □ รถประจาทาง
9. ท่านทราบเกี่ยวกับรูปแบบการพักโฮมสเตย์จาก
□หนังสือพิมพ์ □ หนังสือท่องเที่ยว □แมกกาซีน □รายการทีวี □Internet
□เพื่อนแนะนา □ บริษัททัวส์ □เคยมาพักที่นี่ครัง้ ก่อน
10. เรียงลาดับกิจกรรมที่คณ
ุ ชอบทาในการท่องเที่ยวอัมพวา จาก 1,2,3,......................
..........ลิ ้มลองอาหาร.............ซื ้อของฝาก..............เยี่ยมชมพิพิธภัณฑ์...........ชมสถานที่ประวัตศิ าสตร์
..........ไหว้ พระ.............ชมการสาธิตการทาน ้าตาลมะพร้ าว.......ชมการประกอบอาชีพในท้ องถิ่น
.........ขี่จกั รยาน............เล่นกีฬาทางน ้า................นวดแผนโบราณหรือสปา
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ส่ วนที่ 2 ข้ อพิจารณาในการเลือกโฮมสเตย์
กรุณากาเครื่องหมาย x ในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดเห็นของท่าน 5 สาคัญมาก4 สาคัญ3 ปานกลาง 2 ไม่
สาคัญ1 ไม่สาคัญเลย
ข้ อ
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

การเลือกโฮมสเตย์
ราคาห้ องที่เหมาะสมกับคุณภาพ
ความสะอาดของสถานที่
ความปลอดภัยของสภาวะแวดล้ อมและ
สถานที่
ปลอดภัยจากอุบตั เิ หตุ
ความสะดวกสบายในการเข้ าพัก
ความเป็ นธรรมชาติของสถานที่
ความมีชื่อเสียงของโฮมสเตย์
ความสะอาดเรียบร้ อยของห้ องครัว
สิ่งอานวยความสะดวกเช่นโทรศัพท์ อินเตอ
เน็ท
มีการจัดน ้าสะอาดพอเพียงต่อความต้ องการ
การซักรีด
ทาเล ที่ตงเหมาะสม
ั้
มื ้ออาหารในที่พกั
การได้ พบปะกับชาวบ้ าน
การเป็ นกันเองของของเจ้ าของที่พกั
ตังอยู
้ ่ใกล้ สถานที่ท่องเที่ยวในอัมพวา
มีโอกาสเรียนรู้ถึงวัฒนธรรมความเป็ นอยู่
ปราศจากการเอารัดเอาเปรียบจาก
นักท่องเที่ยว
ความเป็ นมิตรของชาวบ้ าน
ความมีน ้าใจและใส่ใจของชาวบ้ าน

5

4

3

2

1
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ส่ วนที่ 3 ประสบการณ์ ของท่ านต่ อการเข้าพักในโฮมสเตย์
กรุณากาเครื่องหมาย x ในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดเห็นของท่าน 5 เห็นด้ วยอย่างยิ่ง 4 เห็นด้ วย 3ปานกลาง 2
ไม่เห็นด้ วย1 ไม่เห็นด้ วยมากที่สดุ
ข้ อ

ความคิดเห็นของนักท่ องเที่ยวที่มีต่อ
โฮมสเตย์

31
32

จานวนแขกที่เหมาะสมต่อการเข้ าพักในโฮมสเตย์
รูปแบบของนักท่องเที่ยวเหมาะสมกับลักษณะของ
โฮมสเตย์ เช่น นักท่องเที่ยวผู้หญิงไม่ควรพักรวมกับ
โฮมสเตย์ที่ต้องอาศัยรวมกับชาวบ้ านต่างเพศ
รูปแบบของโฮมสเตย์แตกต่างจากการพักในโรงแรม
นักท่องเที่ยวถูกบังคับให้ ซื ้อของที่ระลึก
โฮมสเตย์คือการเข้ าพักในบ้ านที่มีความเป็ นไทย
ที่พกั ต้ องสะอาด เรียบร้ อยและสะดวกสบาย
เจ้ าของบ้ านมีความเป็ นกันเอง
เจ้ าของบ้ านมีเวลาที่จะทักทายและไต่ถาม
นักท่องเที่ยว
การต้ องอยู่กบั คนต่างสังคมและวัฒนธรรมไม่เป็ น
ปั ญหาสาหรับชาวบ้ าน
ชาวบ้ านมีความรู้ สกึ แปลกแยกที่ต้องอยู่รวมกับ
นักท่องเที่ยว
ชาวบ้ านสามารถเข้ าใจว่าสิง่ ธรรมดาในท้ องถิ่นถึง
ดึงดูดนักท่องเที่ยว เช่น หิ่งห้ อย การทาน ้าตาล
ชาวบ้ านสามารถที่จะตอบคาถามเกี่ยวกับสถานที่
ท่องเที่ยวได้ เป็ นอย่างดี
โฮมสเตย์พฒ
ั นาและจัดการให้ เป็ นมิตรกับ
สิง่ แวดล้ อม
โฮมสเตย์เป็ นสัญลักษณ์สาคัญของความเป็ นอยู่และ
วัฒนธรรมท้ องถิ่น

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

5

4

3

2

1
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ส่ วนที่ 4 ความคิดเห็นของนักท่ องเที่ยวที่มีต่อสิ่งแวดล้ อมของการพัฒนารูปแบบโฮมสเตย์
กรุณากาเครื่องหมาย x ในช่องที่ตรงกับความคิดเห็นของท่าน 5 เห็นด้ วยอย่างยิ่ง 4 เห็นด้ วย 3ปานกลาง 2
ไม่เห็นด้ วย1 ไม่เห็นด้ วยมากที่สดุ
ข้ อ
45
46
47
48
49

50
51
52
53
54

ประเด็นการรักษาสิ่งแวดล้ อมของโฮมเตย์
มีการใช้ หลอดไฟแบบประหยัดพลังงานใน
โฮมสเตย์
หิ่งห้ อยมีจานวนลดลงอย่างเห็นได้ ชดั
การท่องเที่ยวมีสว่ นในการทาลายสิง่ แวดล้ อม
ในอัมพวา
การท่องเที่ยวทาให้ เกิดความแออัดของจานวน
คน รวมทังแม่
้ น ้าลาคลอง
การเพิ่มขึ ้นของโฮมสเตย์เพื่อตอบสนองความ
ต้ องการของนักท่องเที่ยวเป็ นการทาลาย
สิ่งแวดล้ อม
การจัดตังโฮมสเตย์
้
เป็ นการทาลายพื ้นที่สีเขียว
เครื่องยนต์เป็ นมลภาวะทางเสียง
การจัดเก็บขยะไม่ถกู จัดการให้ สะอาด
เรียบร้ อย ถังขยะไม่เพียงพอ
การจราจรติดขัดและเป็ นปัญหา
การท่องเที่ยวทาให้ คณ
ุ ภาพของน ้าในแม่น ้า ลา
คลองลดลง

5

4

3

2

1
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ส่ วนที่ 5 ความคิดเห็นของนักท่ องเที่ยวที่มีต่อสิ่งแวดล้ อมของการพัฒนารูปแบบโฮมสเตย์
55.สิ่งที่น่าจดจามากที่สดุ ในการท่องเที่ยวและประสบการณ์ที่ได้ รับจากโฮมสเตย์ที่อมั พวา
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
56.สิ่งที่ไม่น่าจดจามากที่สดุ จากการท่องเที่ยวและประสบการณ์ที่ได้ รับจากโฮมสเตย์ที่อมั พวา
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Compare Means
Perceptions of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to “tourist type”
Group Statistics
Std. Error
Tourist type

N

Sun-lust (rest, relaxation and

Mean

Std. Deviation

Mean

161

3.9805

.36500

.02877

144

3.8353

.47929

.03994

3s (Sun, Sand, Sea)
Wanderlust (to experience
different people and cultures)

Compare Means
Perception of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to “duration” of the trip
Descriptive
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean

N

Mean

Std.

Std.

Lower

Upper

Deviation

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimu Maximu
m

m

2 – 3 days

199

3.9415

.40129

.02845

3.8854

3.9976

1.93

5.00

4 – 5 days

53

4.0216

.32115

.04411

3.9330

4.1101

2.57

4.71

A week

37

3.6197

.60400

.09930

3.4183

3.8211

2.21

4.29

More than a

16

3.8571

.30192

.07548

3.6963

4.0180

3.07

4.36

305

3.9119

.42831

.02452

3.8637

3.9602

1.93

5.00

week
Total
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Post Hoc Tests
Multiple Comparisons
LSD
95% Confidence Interval

Mean
(I) Length of stay

(J) Length of stay

2 – 3 days

4 – 5 days

-.08007

.06409

.213

-.2062

.0461

A week

.32180

*

.07423

.000

.1757

.4679

More than a week

.08435

.10775

.434

-.1277

.2964

2 – 3 days

.08007

.06409

.213

-.0461

.2062

A week

.40187*

.08883

.000

.2271

.5767

More than a week

.16442

.11828

.166

-.0683

.3972

2 – 3 days

-.32180*

.07423

.000

-.4679

-.1757

4 – 5 days

-.40187*

.08883

.000

-.5767

-.2271

More than a week

-.23745

.12406

.057

-.4816

.0067

More than a week 2 – 3 days

-.08435

.10775

.434

-.2964

.1277

4 – 5 days

-.16442

.11828

.166

-.3972

.0683

.23745

.12406

.057

-.0067

.4816

4 – 5 days

A week

A week

Difference (I-J) Std. Error

Sig.

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Compare Means
Perception of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to “group size” of the trip
Descriptives
95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

N

Mean

Std.

Std.

Lower

Upper

Deviation

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimu Maximu
m

m

1–6

132 3.9031

.42328 .03684

3.8303

3.9760

1.93

4.93

7 – 12

60 3.8512

.51345 .06629

3.7186

3.9838

2.21

5.00

13 – 18

42 3.9507

.42551 .06566

3.8181

4.0833

2.36

4.43

More than

71 3.9567

.35622 .04228

3.8724

4.0411

2.86

5.00

305 3.9119

.42831 .02452

3.8637

3.9602

1.93

5.00

18
Total

Compare Means
Perception of homestay experience at Amphawa with regard to “trip type” of the trip
Group Statistics
Std.
Trip type

N

Unorganized

206 3.9400

.41643

.02901

99 3.8535

.44856

.04508

Organized (the day or trip

Mean Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

organized by hotel/travel
agency)
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Compare Means
Attributes considered when selecting a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “tourist type” of
the trip
Group Statistics
Tourist type

N

Sun-lust (rest, relaxation and 3s

Mean

Std. Deviation

161

4.1441

.52005

144

4.0455

.58635

(Sun, Sand, Sea)
Wanderlust (to experience different
people and cultures)

Compare Means
Attributes considered when selecting a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “duration of the
trip”
Descriptives
95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Std.
N

Mean Deviation

Std.

Lower

Upper

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimu Maxim
m

um

2 – 3 days

199 4.0410

.53687 .03806

3.9659

4.1160

2.30

5.00

4 – 5 days

53 4.4236

.39802 .05467

4.3139

4.5333

3.10

5.00

A week

37 3.9203

.70410 .11575

3.6855

4.1550

2.50

4.95

More than a

16 4.1313

.41387 .10347

3.9107

4.3518

3.55

4.80

305 4.0975

.55362 .03170

4.0352

4.1599

2.30

5.00

week
Total
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Post Hoc Tests
Attributes considered when selecting a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “duration of the
trip”
Multiple Comparisons
LSD
Mean

95% Confidence Interval

(I) Length of

(J) Length of

stay

stay

J)

2 – 3 days

4 – 5 days

-.38263

*

.08249

.000

-.5450

-.2203

.12068

.09554

.208

-.0673

.3087

-.09030

.13868

.515

-.3632

.1826

A week
More than a

Difference (IStd. Error

Sig.

Lower Bound Upper Bound

week
4 – 5 days

2 – 3 days

.38263

*

.08249

.000

.2203

.5450

A week

.50331*

.11433

.000

.2783

.7283

More than a

.29233

.15223

.056

-.0072

.5919

2 – 3 days

-.12068

.09554

.208

-.3087

.0673

4 – 5 days

-.50331*

.11433

.000

-.7283

-.2783

More than a

-.21098

.15968

.187

-.5252

.1032

week
A week

week
More than a

2 – 3 days

.09030

.13868

.515

-.1826

.3632

week

4 – 5 days

-.29233

.15223

.056

-.5919

.0072

.21098

.15968

.187

-.1032

.5252

A week

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Compare Means
Attributes considered when selecting a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “group size”

Descriptives

95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

N

Mean

Std.

Std.

Lower

Upper

Deviation

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimu Maximu
m

m

1–6

132 4.0284

.54686 .04760

3.9342

4.1226

2.30

5.00

7 – 12

60 4.0442

.57417 .07412

3.8958

4.1925

2.50

5.00

13 – 18

42 4.3095

.50837 .07844

4.1511

4.4679

2.55

4.95

More than

71 4.1458

.54901 .06516

4.0158

4.2757

3.00

5.00

305 4.0975

.55362 .03170

4.0352

4.1599

2.30

5.00

18
Total
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Post Hoc Tests
Multiple Comparisons
LSD
95% Confidence Interval

Mean Difference
(I) Group size

(J) Group size

1–6

7 – 12

-.01576

.08529

.854

-.1836

.1521

13 – 18

-.28111*

.09705

.004

-.4721

-.0901

More than 18

-.11737

.08062

.146

-.2760

.0413

.01576

.08529

.854

-.1521

.1836

13 – 18

-.26536*

.11021

.017

-.4822

-.0485

More than 18

-.10161

.09606

.291

-.2906

.0874

1–6

.28111*

.09705

.004

.0901

.4721

7 – 12

.26536*

.11021

.017

.0485

.4822

More than 18

.16375

.10663

.126

-.0461

.3736

1–6

.11737

.08062

.146

-.0413

.2760

7 – 12

.10161

.09606

.291

-.0874

.2906

13 – 18

-.16375

.10663

.126

-.3736

.0461

7 – 12

13 – 18

More than 18

1–6

(I-J)

Std. Error

Sig.

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Compare Means
Attributes considered when selecting a homestay at Amphawa with regard to “trip type”
Group Statistics
Trip type

N

Unorganized
Organized (the day or trip organized

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

206

4.1017

.55150

.03843

99

4.0889

.56073

.05636

by hotel/travel agency)

Compare Means
Tourist’s attitude of homestay development on the environment at Amphawa with regard to
“tourist type”
Group Statistics
Tourist type
Sun-lust (rest, relaxation and 3s

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

161

4.1466

.81816

.06448

144

3.9521

1.14464

.09539

(Sun, Sand, Sea)
Wanderlust (to experience different
people and cultures)
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Compare Means
Tourist’s attitude of homestay development on the environment at Amphawa with regard to
“duration of the trip”
Descriptives
95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

N

Mean

Std.

Std.

Lower

Upper

Deviation

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimu Maximu
m

m

2 – 3 days

199 3.9312

.96627 .06850

3.7961

4.0662

1.10

5.00

4 – 5 days

53 4.5075

.67135 .09222

4.3225

4.6926

2.30

5.00

A week

37 3.8595

1.31137 .21559

3.4222

4.2967

1.70

5.00

More than a

16 4.5438

.72935 .18234

4.1551

4.9324

2.80

5.00

305 4.0548

.98898 .05663

3.9433

4.1662

1.10

5.00

week
Total
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Post Hoc Tests
Multiple Comparisons
LSD
95% Confidence Interval

Mean Difference
(I) Length of stay

(J) Length of stay

2 – 3 days

4 – 5 days

(I-J)

A week
More than a week
4 – 5 days

A week

More than a week

Std. Error

Sig.

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

-.57639*

.14860

.000

-.8688

-.2840

.07170

.17211

.677

-.2670

.4104

*

.24982

.015

-1.1042

-.1210

-.61259

2 – 3 days

.57639

*

.14860

.000

.2840

.8688

A week

.64809*

.20595

.002

.2428

1.0534

More than a week

-.03620

.27423

.895

-.5759

.5034

2 – 3 days

-.07170

.17211

.677

-.4104

.2670

4 – 5 days

-.64809*

.20595

.002

-1.0534

-.2428

More than a week

-.68429*

.28765

.018

-1.2504

-.1182

2 – 3 days

.61259

*

.24982

.015

.1210

1.1042

4 – 5 days

.03620

.27423

.895

-.5034

.5759

A week

.68429*

.28765

.018

.1182

1.2504

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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Compare Means
Tourist’s attitude of homestay development on the environment at Amphawa with regard to
“group size”
Descriptives
95% Confidence Interval
for Mean

N

Mean

Std.

Std.

Lower

Upper

Deviation

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimu Maximu
m

m

1–6

132 4.0174

1.02395

.08912

3.8411

4.1937

1.10

5.00

7 – 12

60 3.8550

.84721

.10937

3.6361

4.0739

1.80

5.00

13 – 18

42 4.3833

1.01907

.15725

4.0658

4.7009

1.70

5.00

More than

71 4.0986

.98423

.11681

3.8656

4.3316

1.40

5.00

305 4.0548

.98898

.05663

3.9433

4.1662

1.10

5.00

18
Total

Compare Means
Tourist’s attitude of homestay development on the environment at Amphawa with regard to
“trip type”
Group Statistics
Trip type
Unorganized
Organized (the day or trip organized

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

206

4.0379

.95862

.06679

99

4.0899

1.05352

.10588

by hotel/travel agency)
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Appendix D
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Attributes considered when selecting a Homestay (n=305)

Statement

Not at all
important

Not
Important

Reasonable/low cost

2.3%
(n=7)
0.7%
(n=2)
1.6%
(n=5)
0.7%
(n=2)
0.7%
(n=2)
1.3%
(n=4)
2.6%
(n=8)
3.3%
(n=10)
3.0%
(n=9)
1.0%
(n=3)
4.9%
(n=15)
1.3%
(n=4)
1.3%
(n=4)
1.6%
(n=5)
1.0%
(n=3)
1.0%
(n=3)
1.0%
(n=3)
2.6%
(n=8)
2.0%
(n=6)
1.6%
(n=5)

4.3%
(n=13)
2.6%
(n=8)
2.0%
(n=6)
2.6%
(n=8)
3.0%
(n=9)
3.3%
(n=10)
6.6%
(n=20)
6.9%
(n=21)
9.2%
(n=28)
3.3%
(n=10)
10.2%
(n=31)
2.3%
(n=70)
4.3%
(n=13)
7.5%
(n=23)
2.6%
(n=8)
4.3%
(n=13)
3.9%
(n=12)
4.6%
(n=14)
2.0%
(n=6)
2.0%
(n=6)

Cleanliness of home/construction
Safety from wild animal
Safety from accidents
Provide the extra comfort; bed and
pillow
Natural setting around home stay
Good reputation/recommendation
Tidy and clean kitchen
Availability of
phone/TV/Radio/Internet
Portable water
Provide laundry service
Climate control
Availability of meal on site
Ability to communicate with local
people
Locals welcome attitude
Short distance from floating market or
others attractions in Amphawa
Exchange culture activities
Absence of cheating
Friendliness of local people
Hospitality of local people

Neither
important
Nor
unimportant
15.4%
(n=47)
3.9%
(n=12)
5.9%
(n=18)
9.2%
(n=28)
9.5%
(n=29)
10.5%
(n=32)
28.9%
(n=88)
26.9%
(n=82)
34.4%
(n=105)
10.8%
(n=33)
32.5%
(n=99)
15.4%
(n=47)
31.1%
(n=95)
29.2%
(n=89)
19.0%
(n=58)
20.3%
(n=62)
20.3%
(n=62)
13.8%
(n=42)
19.0%
(n=58)
18.0%
(n=55)

Important

Very
Important

26.9%
(n=82)
28.5%
(n=87)
33.1%
(n=101)
27.2%
(n=83)
42.3%
(n=129)
34.4%
(n=105)
32.1%
(n=98)
29.2%
(n=89)
32.2%
(n=98)
38.4%
(n=117)
33.8%
(n=106)
38.4%
(n=117)
34.8%
(n=106)
29.8%
(n=91)
25.2%
(n=77)
37.4%
(n=114)
40.7%
(n=124)
30.8%
(n=94)
29.8%
(n=91)
31.1%
(n=95)

51.1%
(n=156)
64.3%
(n=196)
57.4%
(n=175)
60.3%
(n=184)
44.6%
(n=136)
50.5%
(n=154)
29.8%
(n=91)
33.8%
(n=103)
21.3%
(n=65)
46.6%
(n=142)
28.5%
(n=87)
42.6%
(n=130)
28.5%
(n=87)
31.8%
(n=97)
52.1%
(n=159)
37.7%
(n=115)
34.1%
(n=104)
48.2%
(n=147)
47.2%
(n=144)
47.2%
(n=144)
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Perception of homestay experience (n=305)

Statement

Strongly Disagree
Disagree

Number of tourists are allocated in
proportion to the size of the house

1.3%
(n=4)

Type of tourists are appropriate with
characteristics of home-stay owners (lots
of male tourists are not sent to house with
young daughters or all female tourists are
sent to a house with many male members)
This concept of home-stay is
distinguishable from other forms of
accommodation
Tourists are forced to buy local products
Home stay house are Thai traditional style
Inside of the house is clean, wellorganized, and convenient
Home-stay owner(s) is/are friendly
Owners give enough time to take care of
tourists
Living with people from different
societies, different cultures, and different
way of life is easy for locals
Locals were afraid to live with strangers in
their houses
Locals understand why common things
could interest tourists
Locals are empowered to guide the
tourists
Home-stay is developed and managed in
an environmentally sensitive manner
The home-stay best symbolizes local
cultural and locals way of life

Strongly
Agree

1.6%
(n=5)

Neither
Agree
agree
nor
Disagree
9.5%
41.1%
(n=29)
(n=125)

1.0%
(n=3)

3.9%
(n=12)

15.7%
(n=48)

35.1%
(n=107)

44.3%
(n=135)

1.3%
(n=4)

2.3%
(n=7)

10.8%
(n=33)

36.1%
49.5%
(n=151) (n=110)

18%
(n=55)
1.0%
(n=3)
0.3%
(n=1)
0.3%
(n=1)
1.0%
(n=3)
0.3%
(n=1)

11.1%
(n=34)
4.3%
(n=13)
2.0%
(n=6)
1.6%
(n=5)
2.3%
(n=7)
4.6%
(n=14)

12.8%
(n=39)
16.7%
(n=51)
8.2%
(n=25)
14.4%
(n=44)
17.0%
(n=52)
20.3%
(n=62)

33.1%
(n=101)
49.8%
(n=152)
43.0%
(n=131)
42.0%
(n=128)
42.6%
(n=130)
46.6%
(n=142)

24.9%
(n=76)
28.2%
(n=86)
46.6%
(n=142)
41.6%
(n=127)
37.0%
(n=113)
28.2%
(n=86)

6.2%
(n=19)
1.6%
(n=5)
0.7%
(n=2)
1.3%
(n=4)
0.3%
(n=1)

12.5%
(n=38)
3.0%
(n=9)
3.6%
(n=11)
2.6%
(n=8)
2.3%
(n=7)

26.2%
(n=80)
21.0%
(n=64)
18.7%
(n=57)
18.0%
(n=55)
17.7%
(n=54)

31.8%
(n=97)
43.3%
(n=132)
39.7%
(n=121)
42.0%
(n=128)
39.9%
(n=119)

23.3%
(n=71)
31.1%
(n=95)
37.4%
(n=114)
36.1%
(n=110)
40.7%
(n=124)

46.6%
(n=142)
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Tourists attitude of homestay development on the environment (n=305)
Statement

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

City lights disturb the natural setting
around Amphawa
The firefly populations have dropped
in the last few years due to increase in
tourists
Tourism can results in pollution of
environment, water and the air in
Amphawa
Tourism can result in unpleasantly
crowded home-stays, canals and boats
along the river
The construction of home-stay and
tourists facilities can destroy the
natural environment of Amphawa
Home-stays are being developed at
the costs of green space
Noise of boat engine disturb serenity

5.2%
(n=16)
7.2%
(n=22)

Not enough waste disposal
Traffic and Over Crowding
The river and canals are polluted by
tourism development

Agree

Strongly
agree

5.9%
(n=18)
2.6%
(n=8)

Neither
agree
nor
Disagree
6.6%
(n=20)
11.5%
(n=8)

25.2%
(n=77)
23.9%
(n=73)

57.0%
(n=174)
54.8%
(n=167)

5.2%
(n=16)

5.9%
(n=18)

15.1%
(n=46)

27.9% 45.9%
(n=85) (n=140)

3.6%
(n=11)

7.5%
(n=23)

15.4%
(n=47)

27.5% 45.9%
(n=84) (n=140)

5.6%
(n=17)

8.2%
(n=25)

13.1%
(n=40)

23.6% 49.5%
(n=72) (n=151)

6.2%
(n=19)
4.6%
(n=14)
3.9%
(n=12)
3.9%
(n=12)
4.6%
(n=14)

13.1%
(n=40)
9.5%
(n=29)
8.9%
(n=27)
10.8%
(n=33)
8.2%
(n=25)

16.7%
(n=51)
10.2%
(n=31)
13.4%
(n=41)
16.4%
(n=50)
15.1%
(n=46)

20.7%
(n=63)
21.0%
(n=64)
23.6%
(n=72)
22.0%
(n=67)
20.3%
(n=62)

43.3%
(n=132)
54.8%
(n=167)
50.2%
(n=153)
46.9%
(n=143)
51.8%
(n=158)
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Descriptive Statistics of Attributes considered when selecting a Homestay
Homestay selection Attributes

Mean

Std. Deviation

Reasonable/low cost

4.20

1.002

Cleanliness of home/construction

4.53

0.752

Safety from wild animal

4.43

0.824

Safety from accidents

4.44

0.817

Provide the extra comfort; bed and pillow

4.27

0.804

Natural setting around home stay

4.30

0.880

Good reputation/recommendation

3.80

1.024

Tidy and clean kitchen

3.83

1.074

Availability of phone/TV/Radio/Internet

3.60

1.015

Portable water

4.26

0.853

Provide laundry service

3.51

1.061

Climate control

4.19

0.870

Availability of meal on site

3.85

0.930

Ability to communicate with local people

3.83

1.016

Locals welcome attitude

4.25

0.920

Short distance from floating market or others attractions
in Amphawa

4.08

0.881

Exchange culture activities

4.03

0.890

Absence of cheating

4.17

1.006

Friendliness of local people

4.18

0.942

Hospitality of local people

4.20

0.917
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Descriptive Statistics Tourist’s perception of Homestay experience
Tourists perception of homestay experience

Mean

Std. Deviation

Number of tourists are allocated in proportion to the
size of the house

4.30

0.811

Type of tourists are appropriate with characteristics
of home-stay owners (lots of male tourists are not
sent to house with young daughters or all female
tourists are sent to a house with many male
members)

4.18

0.904

This concept of home-stay is distinguishable from
other forms of accommodation

4.17

0.808

Tourists are forced to buy local products

3.36

1.428

Home stay house are Thai traditional style

4.00

0.843

Inside of the house is clean, well-organized, and
convenient

4.33

0.739

Home-stay owner(s) is/are friendly

4.23

0.778

Owners give enough time to take care of tourists

4.12

0.841

Living with people from different societies, different
cultures, and different way of life is easy for locals

3.98

0.837

Locals were afraid to live with strangers in their
houses

3.53

1.158

Locals understand why common things could interest
tourists

3.99

0.88

Locals are empowered to guide the
tourists
Home-stay is developed and managed in an
environmentally sensitive manner

4.10

0.870

4.09

0.871

The home-stay best symbolizes local cultural and
locals way of life

4.17

0.823
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Descriptive Statistics Environmental aspect of homestay development
Environmental aspect of home-stay development

Mean

Std. Deviation

City lights disturb the natural setting around Amphawa

4.23

1.138

The firefly populations have dropped in the last few
years due to increase in tourists

4.16

1.181

Tourism can results in pollution of environment, water
and the air in Amphawa

4.03

1.149

Tourism can result in unpleasantly crowded home-stays,
canals and boats along the river

4.05

1.114

The construction of home-stay and tourists facilities can
destroy the natural environment of Amphawa

4.03

1.208

Home-stays are being developed at the costs of green
space

3.82

1.287

Noise of boat engine

4.12

1.197

Not enough waste disposal

4.07

1.159

Traffic and Over Crowding

3.97

1.193

The river and canals are polluted by tourism
development

4.07

1.188
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Pictures of Amphawa Community: Photo by Cherman
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